
Shadow 101 

Chapter 101: Civilization seed (1) 

Somewhere around the Plains, the two men look at each other, locked their gaze like irreconcilable 

enemies. 

They both looked at each other. In each of their gaze lies many question and doubts towards each other. 

It was intense atmosphere and energy ripples around Azief, with the existence of Laws coiling around 

him, and the clouds on top of them becomes clouded because of Azief Immortal Might but then Loki 

disarmed Azief with his innocent smile 

‘What do you mean who I am? I’m Loki. The Trickster.’ He said while chuckling a bit, none of his 

expression betrays his words. 

Azief snorted. 

He was about to say something but then he stopped himself. He looks at the stars and look at the 

surroundings and he sighed. 

‘All of this has happen before’ he said and as he was about to finish his word Loki cut him off by saying 

‘All of this will happen again’ and Loki smirked. 

Azief was shocked beyond belief. His suspicion has been partly answered. Azief knows this man…..in the 

future. 

This is his most favorite quote and also the same thing he said to Will when explaining on what he really 

thinks the time paradox is. 

He encapsulates the time paradox with this quote. 

‘Is time immutable? Or is it plastic?’ Loki suddenly asked not expecting an answer. Azief look at Loki and 

for a while they both didn’t say anything. 

But then Azief sits back down and Loki just look at Azief and sighed as he began to move away again but 

Azief ask another question. 

‘Are you a friend? Or an enemy?’ Loki did not turn back but he stopped. 

‘Will you believe whatever I say?’ Loki asks. 

Azief was silent. He did not respond. Only the sound of the crackling firewood and the wind replies Loki 

question and Loki just nodded. 

Then Loki walk forward again but not before he said 

‘I’m a friend. Don’t be too worried of the future and neglecting what is present. Whether you believe my 

words or not, I believe my actions have proved itself’ 

And as he walked away he could hear Azief scoffing and Loki just smiles bitterly. 
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He really is a formidable person. Even he is not yet a Sovereign; Loki could feel the presence of a 

Sovereign aura emanating from him. 

That night Loki could not really sleep as he think about the implication if he reveals who he is. 

Time is not a plaything. It doesn’t like people playing with it not to mention manipulating it. Playing with 

it is dangerous. Changing it is even more dangerous 

And that is maybe the reason why Azief did not pursue the matter more vigorously. 

Because, maybe Azief knows how time works and he knows that knowing too much of the future is not 

always a good thing. 

But in the end, Loki closes his eyes and went into his dreamland. 

Azief was still there on that fire pit alone, when a blue lightning appeared for a second in that camp 

without a sound and suddenly there is a parchment in Azief hands. 

Azief only smiles when he found the parchment on his hand. He opens the parchment and he smiles 

deviously. 

Loki is not the only one with plans. 

Then when he finished reading what is on the parchment, he throws the parchment into the already 

fading fire and the flames lick the parchment and they burn bright before slowly the fires dies 

Then he got up, straightens himself up and went into his newly built tent as a smile was carved on his 

face. 

*** 

THE PLAINS 

In the morning, the soldiers have already gathered around the wide area nearby the camp waiting for 

instruction. 

They were briefed about last night situation and their leader who is Lord Shadow. 

After the briefing, the soldiers were informed about what will happen today and all waiting for Lord 

Shadow to wake up while performing their morning drill with Wang Jian leading them. 

In the tent, Azief has just woken up. 

First, he cleans his face with a bucket of water and drink a potion from his bag. 

He felt refreshed. Then he slowly went to one side of his tent and brews a coffee without a rush. He was 

really enjoying his morning. 

Outside people are waiting for him but he must have his coffee first. Then equipping himself with his 

attire, he checks himself in front of a mirror. 

When he finished brewing his coffee, he slowly sipped the coffee savoring every taste, while smelling to 

the nice fragrance. 



He eats a few breads and then he look at the mirror and after making sure he looked as dashing as 

possible he got out of his tent 

He realizes with his sense that the soldiers are gathered in the other side of the camp and then he runs 

and in one seconds he appeared beside Loki who was startled and almost drop the Seed from his hand. 

He appeared before the gathering while smiling. 

Sina, Sofia and Wang Jian were equally shocked. 

They heard that Azief has Hyper Speed but they never see it in action. 

One moment, he was not there, and then one moment later, he was beside them. This act not only 

shocks his friends but it also shocked the soldiers. 

Abilities. 

To have abilities is very rare since you have to defeat special monsters. Azief manages to get dozens of 

abilities is because of the Universe Orb helping him. 

The soldiers is in awe because imagine if such person battles with someone who has no abilities. 

To be anywhere at once. To be as fast as lightning. To hover in the sky like a God, having eyes on 

everything. 

The soldiers all bowed looking at Azief. Azief just nodded and did not do anything else. Then he looked 

at Loki and asks him 

‘Loki, is that the Seed?’ 

‘Yes.’ 

‘Lord Shadow’ Wang Jian cupped his hand again. Azief dismissed his formality 

‘Give it to me. And the gold too.’ Azief said. Loki nodded as he gives Azief the Seed and three bags of 

holdings. 

‘Have you decided on this area Azief? If you are not satisfied we can find another place to plant the 

Seed.’ Loki asked. 

Azief nodded. 

‘We could find other place. I wouldn’t mind’ Sofia said as she comes closer to Azief and was standing 

beside him. Sina nodded from behind. 

‘No, this place is ok.’ 

‘But it’s not really strategic.’ Sofia said offering her insights 

‘Then we will make it strategic.’ Loki nodded looking at Azief decision. This is the demeanor of a 

Sovereign. 

They shape the world and not the other way around. 



Azief then look at the Seed in his palm. 

The Seed was like a coconut fruit but with runic design carved unto it. It was blue in color and the runes 

were golden. 

Azief hold the seed and information streams inside his mind. He instantly knows what to do. 

Then he smiles. 

‘Back away’ he ordered. 

The soldiers hearing this order quickly backed away with Wang Jian leading them farther away. 

Loki also takes some distance. Sina and Sofia walk hand in hand to a place not far away from Azief. 

Azief after seeing that everyone has moved a distance away from him finally decided to activate the 

Seed. 

He push the seed to the ground and it burrows into the soil and then Azief activate his Seed Forming 

Stage energy and then the Seed glows with luminesce light and the light, it covers the entire area. 

Then notification appears in front of Azief. 

ACTIVATING CIVILIZATION SEED. 

DOMAIN LOADING 

GRASS ANALYZED 

CLIMATE ANALYZED 

REGIONS ANALYZED 

PEOPLE IDENTIFICATION 

AREA ANALYSIS 

TERRAINS ANALYSIS 

ANALYSIS COMPLETED 

FOUNDING A KINGDOM QUEST ACTIVATED 

Earth has experience terrible calamity. It is up to you to improve the livelihood and construct new 

civilization in this new world. Embark yourself to improve humankind and make them strong enough to 

endure any hardship 

FAILURE CONDITION: Kingdom burns to the ground. 

EXCEPTION OF FAILURE: If the kingdom has still have people loyal to the ruler of that particular 

Kingdom, then one can challenge the Rebuilding a Dynasty quest. 

If kingdom is allied, one could also have some benefits which will triggers Federation Is Glorious Quest. 



If a Kingdom surrenders and become a vassal states one could also gain benefits by triggering the quest 

Loyal to the Empire. Or the user could also triggers the quest Rebellion Towards The Empire. One could 

also trigger the quest Revolution for a New World Order. 

SUCCESS CONDITION: creating an empire that covers one third of the continent. 

REWARDS: Depending on the level of the user at the time of the completion of the quest. The benefits 

will include permanent buffs and magical artifact. 

THE ASSESSMENT BY THE SYSTEM INDICATES THAT THE CURRENT POPULATION OF THIS AREA IS 

SUFFICIENT FOR A VILLAGE. 

APPOINT RULER 

‘Azief’ Azief said and then the system shows another notification again 

AZIEF HAS BEEN ELECTED AS THE RULER OF THIS NEW VILLAGE. 

OBEY YOUR LEADER. 

KNEEL AND SAID YOUR OATH 

This notification did not only appear in front of Azief but also to all the people around the area. 

The notification for them is a little bit different. 

THE TERRITORY HAS BEEN CLAIMED. THE AREA IS SUFFICIENT FOR 315 PEOPLE. TO BECOME THE FIRST 

VILLAGERS OF THIS NEW VILLAGE, KNEEL AND SPEAK THE OATH. 

The area is filled with luminescence light border that only Azief could see indicating his area of control. 

Quickly, the soldiers were the first to kneel and speak the oath. Their words were like thunders. 

Loki also kneels and speaks his oath with a feeling of pride. Sina and Sofia on the other hand feel very 

happy for Azief. 

Wang Jian also finally can serve someone he could approve and bring glory to his White Tiger army and 

no longer need them to be robbers and thieves or bandits. 

They can now hold their head up high. 

‘I give my oath to protect and defend the territory and obey the rulers orders’ Some say 

Other say 

‘I hereby declare my loyalty to Lord Azief.’ The oath consists of admission of loyalty instead of one 

particular oath. 

Then they have another status in their windows. Villagers. 

Then another notification appears in front of Azief eyes. 



EVERY CIVILIZATION MUST HAVE ITS BEGINNING. THE BEGINNING OF EVERY CIVILIZATION IS A VILLAGE. 

ONE OF THE TASKS OF THE RULER IS TO NAME THE VILLAGE THAT WILL BECOME THE BEGINNING OF 

THE KINGDOM. 

PLEASE NAME THE VILLAGE 

He contemplated for a while and smile and then he decided on a name. 

‘Eden’ he said. 

And like before the notification appears in front of everyone. 

Eden is the Imperial City in one of Azief travels with Will when they were traversing worlds and 

universes. 

It was an Imperial city rich in culture and grand with people flocking to that city every day. 

THE VILLAGE NAME IS NOW EDEN. 

PLEASE ASSIGN ROLES FOR PEOPLE IN THE VILLAGE. 

When he saw the list of roles he gesture for his friends to come near him while the soldiers take guard 

as they could feel healing energy fill the area and strengthening them. 

The Seed is beginning to bloom. 

When his friend heard about his list, they decide to let Azief decides everyone position. But Wang Jian 

did offer some names for some of the position. Azief nodded and agrees. 

Then he opens the windows again and began filling names. 

ROLES IN THE VILLAGE 

GRAND DIPLOMAT : SINA 

ROYAL ENFORCER : ZHANG YE 

VILLAGE MAGISTER : ZHU YUAN 

GREAT BUILDER : JIANG WUSHANG 

GRAND EXPLORER : 

COUNCILOR : 

: 

: 

VILLAGE HEAD : AZIEF 

VILLAGE HEAD WIFE : SOFIA 

VILLAGE HEAD CONSORT : 



VILLAGE HEIR : 

HIGH PRIEST : 

TREASURER : 

VILLAGE MERCHANT : 

VILLAGE MILITIA COMMANDER: WANG JIAN 

MARSHALL : NIE FENG 

KNIGHTS 

: 

: 

: this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to website novelfullbook.com 
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: 

MERCHANT CARAVAN LEADER: 

MERCHANT CARAVAN: 

: 

: 

For now this is the people he chooses. There are still many people he doesn’t know and he needs time 

to determine whether they can be used or not. 

Then he looks at the tips and the rulers abilities. 

TIPS: 

[ALL OF THE POSITION HAS CERTAIN ABILITIES TO CONSTRUCT BUILDINGS FROM THE VILLAGE INTERNAL 

AFFAIRS MODE] 

[THE RULER OF THE VILLAGE HAS ALL THE ABILITY TO CONSTRUCT ALL BUILDINGS ACCORDING TO HIS 

RANK] 

[ALL OF THE POSITION FILLED WILL INCREASE THE BONUSES GIVEN TO THE STABILITY OF THE VILLAGES] 

[COUNCILOR FOR VILLAGES IS 3] 

[ONLY FIVE KNIGHTS FOR A VILLAGE] 

[EACH PERSON APPOINTED TO THE POSITION WILL HAVE THE ADDED BENEFITS OF HAVING TEN TIMES 

OF AMOUNT OF EXP WHEN KILLING MONSTER] 

[POSSESS HIGHER DURABILITY AND HEALING IS ACCELERATED BY 20 PERCENT WHEN IN THE TERRITORY] 



OTHER ABILITIES 

The ruler can appoint people as the ruler of an existing territory within his/ her already settled land. 

FIEFDOM GRANTING IS UNLOCKED. 

The ruler can grant a fief to whoever he wants. Penalty will be enacted towards people who have no 

titles and position. 

LAND GRANT IS UNLOCKED 

The ruler can appoint a person to explore clear and settle wilderness are along his border while it is not 

technically part of the ruler lands yet, the ruler has some legitimate territorial claim and the person 

granted a charter are expected to enforce the claim and likely fend of other challenger for the land who 

may have their own conflicting claims. 

CHARTER IS UNLOCKED. 

The ruler can lead forces either of their own or in the name of their liege which defeat the military of an 

existing territory. If the leader of the opposing force flee, surrender or are killed, the ruler will take 

command of that conquered territory. 

Benefits: If succeed everyone participating in the war will have 50 percent increase in their EXP amount 

for a week. Expand national borders and facilities options will increase. Gold will be rewarded from the 

system about ten percent from the former ruler treasury. 

CONQUEST IS UNLOCKED 

NOBLE’S TITLES AND FORM OF ADDRESS 

There are many options that appeared before Azief. 

There are Asian noble titles, and then there is Greco Roman form of titles and many others. 

Azief did not want to spend so much time on this so he just ticks the European Form of titles. 

Azief then check at the side of the windows about INFO FOR RANK ADVANCEMENT FOR TERRITORY 

Villages: Population of 300 or less 

Towns 

Small Towns : 4000 or less 

Large Towns : 7000 or less 

Cities 

Small City : 10,000 or less 

Large City : 30, 000 or less 

Metropolis : 70, 000 or less 

Kingdom 



Small Kingdom : 100,000 or less 

Large Kingdom : 700,000 or less 

Holy Kingdom : 800,000 or less 

Empire 

Small Empire : A million or less 

Large Empire : ten million or more 

Holy Empire : twelve million or more 

TIPS: Holy Kingdoms refers to Kingdoms with both the High Priest and the King cooperated with each 

other. Bonuses includes fast regeneration of health for all people inside the territory 

Then after he was satisfied he opens the window for village overviews. 

Seeing it he quickly put his gold into the investment windows and the sound of clanking could be heard 

as all of his gold disappeared without a trace when Azief thinks to invest all of his three pouches to the 

village 

Chapter 102: Civilization seed (2) 

VILLAGE NAME: EDEN 

The village name is Eden. 

It is derived from an Imperial City that the village head once sees and admire the majesty of that city 

thus the name. 

The village is peaceful and doesn’t seem to be suffering from any disaster. 

VILLAGE HEAD: AZIEF 

The ruler of the village. 

The territory of Azief is very small and need to work harder to attract people and create a civilization for 

the betterment of humanity. 

POPULATION: 315 

The population is only three hundred and fifteen people. The ruler must attract many more residents to 

create a city. 

INVESTMENT: 10 MILLION GOLD 

Use the investment wisely and create a village that could attract more people. Do not forget to attract 

talents. 

ROLES IN THE VILLAGE 

GRAND DIPLOMAT : SINA 
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ROYAL ENFORCER : ZHANG YE 

VILLAGE MAGISTER : ZHU YUAN 

GREAT BUILDER : JIANG WUSHANG 

GRAND EXPLORER : 

COUNCILOR : 

: 

: 

VILLAGE HEAD : AZIEF 

VILLAGE HEAD WIFE : SOFIA 

VILLAGE HEAD CONSORT : 

VILLAGE HEIR : 

HIGH PRIEST : 

TREASURER : 

VILLAGE MERCHANT : 

VILLAGE MILITIA COMMANDER: WANG JIAN 

MARSHALL : NIE FENG 

KNIGHTS 

: 

: 

: 

: 

MERCHANT CARAVAN LEADER: 

MERCHANT CARAVAN: 

: 

: 

TIPS 

[ALL OF THE PEOPLE WITH POSITION HAS CERTAIN ABILITIES TO CONSTRUCT BUILDINGS FROM THE 

VILLAGE INTERNAL AFFAIRS MODE] 



[THE RULER OF THE VILLAGE HAS ALL THE ABILITY TO CONSTRUCT ALL BUILDINGS ACCORDING TO HIS 

RANK] 

[ALL OF THE POSITION FILLED WILL INCREASE THE BONUSES GIVEN TO THE STABILITY OF THE VILLAGES] 

[COUNCILOR FOR VILLAGES IS 3] 

[ONLY FIVE KNIGHTS FOR A VILLAGE] 

[EACH PERSON APPOINTED TO THE POSITION WILL HAVE THE ADDED BENEFITS OF HAVING TEN TIMES 

OF AMOUNT OF EXP WHEN KILLING MONSTER] 

[POSSESS HIGHER DURABILITY AND HEALING IS ACCELERATED BY 20 PERCENT WHEN IN THE TERRITORY] 

OTHER ABILITIES 

FIEFDOM GRANTING 

LAND GRANT 

CHARTER 

CONQUEST 

NOBLES TITLES 

EUROPEAN 

FACILITIES 

No facilities is present. Built some facilities to promote the growth of the village. 

INFO FOR RANK ADVANCEMENT FOR TERRITORY 

CURRENT RANK: Village 

RECOMMENDED ACTION: Work harder and improve the condition of life and protect the residents. The 

area is fertile and the territory is full of life. Hunting the monsters around to increase overall strength 

and safety is recommended. Farming and cultivation of the land is recommended. No neighboring 

territories. No hostile forces. Recommended to find survivors and refuges. 

VILLAGES: Population of 300 or less 

TOWNS 

Small Towns : 4000 or less 

Large Towns : 7000 or less 

CITIES 

Small City : 10,000 or less 

Large City : 30, 000 or less 



Metropolis : 70, 000 or less 

KINGDOM 

Small Kingdom: 100,000 or less 

Large Kingdom: 700,000 or less 

Holy Kingdom : 800,000 or less 

EMPIRE 

Small Empire : A million or less 

Large Empire : ten million or more 

Holy Empire : twelve million or more 

TIPS: Holy Kingdoms refers to Kingdoms with both the High Priest and the King cooperated with each 

other. Bonuses includes fast regeneration of health for all people inside the territory 

Azief was satisfied. 

‘How is it going?’ Loki yelled from afar. 

‘I will start buying buildings.’ 

‘Ok’ Loki shouted back. 

Then Azief began looking at the construction options and his eyes blurred because there are so many 

thing could be built. 

He just has to pick and the place will be instantly created. 

The material will be automatically bought from the World Orb shop and then the Seed will instantly 

create the building. 

It’s like a city building game. Without the wait time. As long as he has the gold, he could create as much 

as he wants. 

But there are also some option of construction that is marked grey. 

When Azief tries to pick the choice a notification appears and inform Azief, that the construction option 

only available for a town. 

Some only for empire. He can only choose construction options for Villages. 

The resources are people Azief mused. 

That’s the fact. 

To emerge as the Empire, one needs to have enough population. He must promote growth, attractions 

and safety of his territory if he were to succeed the quest. 

Then thinking for a while he yelled at the soldiers. 



‘I will start building facilities. Take some step back’ 

‘Building Construction mode’ he said and then it was like Azief was seeing his area from the sky even 

though his body is still on the ground. 

Like a third person POV. From what he could see, it was not that wide of area but it was large enough for 

three hundred people. 

Then he began building. 

First, he built a Manor. 

MANOR 

A place where the Village head reside. The administrative center of a village. Increase regeneration for 

5%. 

Increase strength by ten percent and healing rate by ten percent. 

Rate of regeneration will be buffed up to 10% and last for a day. 

Effect only effective on people who have roles in the villages and the Village Head. The Village Head 

could also take away the privilege of this bonuses if he so desires. this content of novelfullbook.com, if 

you reading this content please go to website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update 

hourly 

Then suddenly light shone down from somewhere and a manor appears in the place where Azief has 

chosen beforehand. 

The soldiers gasped while Sina eyes were shining. The first sign of progress. 

The manor was made of stone and is two stories tall with runes embedded in each brick. Azief could see 

the interior of the manor from the blueprint. 

There is a kitchen in a separate building attached to the manor by a walkway. The pantry, storing bread, 

storing wine is next to the great hall. 

This is where he and his friends will reside, he decided. 

He also constructed a garden inside his manor. It is large than small gardens, as large as a few acres. 

This is for Sina if she wanted to grow herbs or food. After all, last night, Sina have been complaining that 

she wanted a place to plants his herbs. 

He also built a Warehouse just beside his manor for people to store food and other resources. 

WAREHOUSE 

A place where resources could be store. Protect meats and other resources from rotting or expired. Give 

bonus to food. Increase its tenderness for meat and increase healthy nutrients in other foods. 

A sound of amazement went up from the soldiers when they saw another building suddenly appeared 

not far beside the Manor. 



They moved even farther backward. The Warehouse will serve as storage place and barn. 

Then he picks another one and a Militia Barracks is created in the open field. 

MILITIA BARRACKS 

The barracks for a village. Increase strength and endurance for people joining the Militia. Made of wood. 

Weapons and shields are provided inside the facility. Could train inside the Training Room. The Training 

room has many varieties of warfare skills that could be learned inside. 

Then he created small houses. 

SMALL HOUSES 

A small house. Made of reinforced wood. Suitable for a village. Shelter from cold and heat of the 

environment. No special bonuses. 

The small houses are not included in the facility. 

He created three hundred house and then the shock plastered the soldiers face as they saw light filled 

the area and some of the people who was on the area of the light was instantly teleported to other 

places around the village. 

Three hundred wooden houses suddenly appeared in front of them with a small yard in front of this 

houses and small patches of gardens behind the house. 

Loki nodded in satisfaction 

Then Azief began constructing Wooden Walls when suddenly the area in which the system has decided 

for Azief village began changing. 

Wooden Walls 

Walls that protect the village. Wooden wall is the weakest of all. Give a bonus when defending. Will 

increase endurance if the village is defending against invaders. The endurance increase is proportionate 

to the morale. 

Appearing from the ground is wooden wall as it surrounds all four side of the village. 

On that wooden wall appears battlement as Wang Jian quickly ordered his soldiers to inspect the walls. 

Loki on the other hand is organizing the other soldiers as he gives his permission and then quickly orders 

the people to bring their luggage and items to the wooden house. 

From afar, Loki was smiling while Sofia yelled from afar. 

‘Build a bath!’ Then Sina who was behind Sofia also yelled. 

‘Yeah, built a bath!’ 

‘Build a bath! Build a bath!’ Sofia began chanting while encouraging the other soldiers to chants. 

The other soldier who was not lucky enough to join the soldiers on the battlements had to endure the 

embarrassment and together with Sofia yelled Build a bath! Build a bath! 



Together with her creating a unison pleading or more like coercing Azief to build a bath 

Azief just bitterly smiles. He was about to build the bath when Sina yell from afar. 

‘And an alchemist lab too!’ And then it was Sian turns as she incites the soldiers to chant with her. 

The soldiers had to thicken their face again and once again they chant. 

‘Alchemy lab! Alchemy lab! Alchemy lab! Alchemy lab! Alchemy lab!’ Azief hearing this…laughed out 

loud. 

Azief began picking the construction option and places the alchemy lab far away from the streams. 

Alchemy Lab 

Alchemy lab for Alchemist. Included in the facilities are the Basic Compendium of Alchemical Runes, The 

Seven Divine Pills Description, and a chunk of Eluvian Stone. 

Also included are materials ranging from ores to herb. Increase the chance for concocting to be 

successful. 

The chance of creating a Gold tier Pills increase by 5%. The higher the rank of the Alchemy lab the higher 

the chance of success and a larger benefit awaits. 

Bonus: As reward for being the first one to create the alchemy lab on Earth, you are awarded three 

pieces from the 99 fragments of the Philosopher Stone. 

Near the stream he built a Public Bath. 

Public Bath 

A public Bath. The width and length is suitable for a medium sized village. Anyone bathing in the Public 

Bath decreases their chance of being infected by diseases. Increase stamina when using it when a 

person is tired. 

It was smaller than the bath he imagined but it is still a bath. Azief was imagining kind of like the Roman 

bath or Thermae. 

The bath even has an entrance and a corridor separating the man and woman. Even the construction 

knows his culture. 

Which only prompted the question in Azief mind. What is the World Orb? 

The moment the buildings finished constructions Sofia quickly yelled 

‘Dibs!’ And she began running to the bath. 

Azief at this time couldn’t help but chuckles. Sina was a lot calmer. When the lab was finished, Sina 

walks with her bodyguards to the lab and lay claims. 

Since she is the Genius Alchemist in the village, and probably the whole world, it goes without saying the 

Alchemy Lab is hers. 

Her bodyguard quickly secured the outside of the Lab. 



Loki and Wang Jian on the other hand has begun inspecting the houses and the barracks and organizing 

everything or the soldiers. 

Azief sighed a breath of relief. Now, that is settled. He can begin constructing without disturbance. 

He then constructed a Granary. An Inn to promote people. The inn not only promotes people, people 

will get a ten percent fast regeneration of wounds. 

The same goes for the second bath he built near his manor. He then allotted a certain plot of lands to 

become farmlands and purchasing seeds from the shop. 

When Azief scatter the seeds, the land automatically sorts it out to its most optimal place. 

Azief bought Golden Life Corn Seeds, Imperial Potatoes and other seeds that didn’t exist on earth before 

but is all edible. 

Then he built a Smithy for weapons productions. He also built a Ranch. Now the Ranch exist he could 

buy two types of horse. 

The Ice Horse and the Fire Horse and all of them are babies. He could not buy the adults horses. 

But the Ice Horse and Fire Horse is a fast grower. The Ice Horse only drinks water. And the Fire Horse 

eats heats very suitable if anyone wanted to traverse the Flam Regions. 

Azief bought 200 Fire Horse and a hundred of Ice Horse. 

Then he check his city Windows. 

VILLAGE NAME: EDEN 

The village name is Eden. 

It is derived from an Imperial City that the village head once sees and admire the majesty of that city 

thus the name. 

The village is peaceful and doesn’t seem to be suffering from any disaster. 

VILLAGE HEAD: AZIEF 

The ruler of the village. 

The territory of Azief is very small and need to work harder to attract people and create a civilization for 

the betterment of humanity. 

POPULATION: 315 

The population is only three hundred and fifteen people. The ruler must attract many more residents to 

create a city. 

INVESTMENT: 10 MILLION GOLD 

Use the investment wisely and create a village that could attract more people. Do not forget to attract 

talents. 



ROLES IN THE VILLAGE 

GRAND DIPLOMAT : SINA 

ROYAL ENFORCER : ZHANG YE 

VILLAGE MAGISTER : ZHU YUAN 

GREAT BUILDER : JIANG WUSHANG 

GRAND EXPLORER : 

COUNCILOR : 

: 

: 

VILLAGE HEAD : AZIEF 

VILLAGE HEAD WIFE : SOFIA 

VILLAGE HEAD CONSORT : 

VILLAGE HEIR : 

HIGH PRIEST : 

TREASURER : 

VILLAGE MERCHANT : 

VILLAGE MILITIA COMMANDER: WANG JIAN 

MARSHALL : NIE FENG 

KNIGHTS 

: 

: 

: 

: 

MERCHANT CARAVAN LEADER: 

MERCHANT CARAVAN: 

: 

: 

TIPS 



[ALL OF THE PEOPLE WITH POSITION HAS CERTAIN ABILITIES TO CONSTRUCT BUILDINGS FROM THE 

VILLAGE INTERNAL AFFAIRS MODE] 

[THE RULER OF THE VILLAGE HAS ALL THE ABILITY TO CONSTRUCT ALL BUILDINGS ACCORDING TO HIS 

RANK] 

[ALL OF THE POSITION FILLED WILL INCREASE THE BONUSES GIVEN TO THE STABILITY OF THE VILLAGES] 

[COUNCILOR FOR VILLAGES IS 3] 

[ONLY FIVE KNIGHTS FOR A VILLAGE] 

[EACH PERSON APPOINTED TO THE POSITION WILL HAVE THE ADDED BENEFITS OF HAVING TEN TIMES 

OF AMOUNT OF EXP WHEN KILLING MONSTER] 

[POSSESS HIGHER DURABILITY AND HEALING IS ACCELERATED BY 20 PERCENT WHEN IN THE TERRITORY] 

OTHER ABILITIES 

FIEFDOM GRANTING 

LAND GRANT 

CHARTER 

CONQUEST 

NOBLES TITLES 

EUROPEAN 

FACILITIES 

Manor 

Warehouse 

Militia Barracks 

Wooden Walls 

Alchemy Lab 

Public Bath 

Granary 

Inn 

Smithy 

Ranch 

INFO FOR RANK ADVANCEMENT FOR TERRITORY 

CURRENT RANK: Village 



RECOMMENDED ACTION: Work harder and improve the condition of life and protect the residents. The 

area is fertile and the territory is full of life. Hunting the monsters around to increase overall strength 

and safety is recommended. Farming and cultivation of the land is recommended. No neighboring 

territories. No hostile forces. Recommended to find survivors and refuges. 

VILLAGES: Population of 300 or less 

TOWNS 

Small Towns : 4000 or less 

Large Towns : 7000 or less 

CITIES 

Small City : 10,000 or less 

Large City : 30, 000 or less 

Metropolis : 70, 000 or less 

KINGDOM 

Small Kingdom: 100,000 or less 

Large Kingdom: 700,000 or less 

Holy Kingdom : 800,000 or less 

EMPIRE 

Small Empire : A million or less 

Large Empire : ten million or more 

Holy Empire : twelve million or more 

TIPS: Holy Kingdoms refers to Kingdoms with both the High Priest and the King cooperated with each 

other. Bonuses includes fast regeneration of health for all people inside the territory 

Finished all this he look at the area and he smiles. 

A village bustling with activities. 

The soldiers inspecting the battlements on the walls, some are enjoying the small houses as they began 

settling down and pick a house. 

Some soldiers are enjoying the public bath and some soldiers are trying out for the Smithy Entrance 

Test. 

If you wanted to become a Smith, you have to enter the Smithy and a quest is generated for someone to 

learn how to be a Smith. 

Loki picks a few bulky man and orders them to become a Smith until they find other replacements. 



Smokes already filled the chimney of the Alchemy lab. Sofia on the other hand has already finished 

bathing. 

Wang Jian is already thinking of defensive maneuvers. He smiles. 

‘His village’ he said. Then he floated and yelled. 

‘Loki, look after them for a while. I have somewhere to go.’ 

Loki didn’t have the time to answer when Azief has already launched himself to the sky and disappears 

amongst the clouds. 

*** 

Chapter 103: When the cherry blossom fades (1) 

ONCE UPON A FUTURE 

A woman can be seen walking along the Hanging Gardens of America. 

The woman was wearing white dress with her long black hair draped behind her back looking like a 

Greek Goddess. 

The Hanging Gardens of America is a beautiful Garden floating around the city of Washington. 

It is filled with the most colorful plants that Earth could offer. With all kinds of flora and fauna and with 

the width of a small country, the Gardens are almost like Eden. 

Only few people are allowed to set foot on it. 

With Pillars of Lightning in its four corners, guarding it from external attack, the Garden itself is one of 

the safest places on Earth. 

Not to mention, the Gardens itself was created by one of the Seven Sovereign. Nobody would like to see 

themselves in conflict with a Sovereign. 

The woman that is walking around the garden sometimes peeks down the Hanging Gardens and 

chuckles bitterly. 

High above the sky, the people underneath her looks like ants. She wondered is this how Sovereign look 

towards the mortals? 

Like puny ants? Insignificant? She sighed. And she wondered, is this how He sees her? Is that why? 

Or is it because of ‘that?’ Then she remembers about how he helped her to escape the deals she made 

with the Trickster. 

Even though all have been settled between her and the Trickster, she could not help but second 

guessing her decision. 

‘Is this the right choice?’ She was looking at the sky alone in the gardens. No maid around her. 
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She wanted to be alone before the wedding. And what better place to be alone, other than the most 

beautiful garden in the world? 

With no one around her, she could think. 

The wedding is on in a few days. 

Raymond has been battling deep in the Great Sea with the Water Dragon King a 50 feet dragon with the 

abilities to create storms, tsunamis and tidal waves whenever it wanted. 

Even now, she could not understand. At the eve of her wedding, memories seems to flood her mind. 

The warm sunlight, the beautiful flowers, but her mind could not erase. 

‘Could not erase….’she murmured. 

She still remembers that black clothed man saving her, being her friend, then her lover, her sun and 

moon until he left her. 

If only their beginning is more…..warm….could it last? She thought to herself. 

What she couldn’t understand is the reason why he left her. Why does she always do this kind of love? 

The kind of love that hurts herself. The kind of love that consumes her? That makes her pathetic? That 

makes her change? 

She hated that she change. And she hated the fact that she couldn’t hate him…no matter how she tried. 

She hates that fact the most. 

And she hates that…even now….even after all the pain….even after all this time…she still misses him 

when she look at a peach blossom. 

She remembers the declaration of that once young man. You and me, against the world he promised 

She wanted to ask him…’Why were you like that?’ ‘Did you even love me?’ Even now she can’t stop 

asking in her mind. 

It’s unfair that he could just leave. Unfair that only she feels the pain 

And she was angry because at the moment of their parting, she couldn’t…say anything. If he had told 

her from the beginning, that he didn’t love her, would she close her heart this tightly? 

When he was leaving, she could only stare. 

They were perfectly happy before. 

Until he got the Eye of the Oracle. He never told her about how he got the eye. 

The only thing that Sofia knows was that a few weeks after he could see the future, he began distancing 

himself from her. 



She blames the Oracle 

The Time Crisis happens because of the Oracle. Because of something the Oracle says. Sofia once went 

to the Temple of Erika once to seek answers. 

But the Oracle did not say anything. 

Only saying that Destiny Will must be done. And at that time, it was enough. Because at that time, she 

has her own problems with Azief. 

At that time, she needed a reason to hate him. 

But now, she knows she needs to know the answer. She needs to know. Because she could not marry 

Raymond knowing her heart is like this. 

Wavering….second guessing….dreaming of a once future dream 

She needs to end this. That’s the reason she is here far away from everyone else, and far away from 

Raymond. 

But her heart asks her…is it really because she wanted to end this? Or…is it something else? 

Is that why she is here? Far from Raymond? Then she said to herself, almost like trying to convince 

herself 

‘Because she knows that he would not like it if he knows what she is about to do.’ That is what she 

thought to herself to convince herself. 

Sofia looks up at the sky and then she closes her hands together and she prays. 

And she called him. Called his true name. 

‘Azief’ she whispers, covered by the sound of the wind. But the word echoes like a melody of a song. 

Somewhere in another realm, a realm of Light and joy, of beauty and majesty, of a realm free from the 

taints of mortals, of a realm where sorrow and sadness does not exist, where only majestic beauty 

existed, a paradise, full with winged creature with faces that is full of light, a man clothed in Light who 

was resting on his Throne open his eyes. 

Beside him was a Scepter as large as a planet which is white like diamondshine the stone that emits 

light. 

All around the scepter life blooms and death do not dare approaches. 

The Throne was as big as a planet, and the man itself was larger than that. He opens his eyes, and light 

filled the realm. 

His Throne glowed with an incomparably shine that if it released on the stars, the stars would be 

shamed and the sun would be outshine by the glow. 

The denizen of that realm was shocked. 



The splendor of the realms magnified, life blooms on the Lower Realms and the Sinful Souls were spared 

from their punishment today. 

The Hell Girl stopped torturing; the Reapers stop reaping souls and Hell freezes over. The tortured soul 

was spared for that day because the Man opens his eyes. 

And just because he is feeling happy. He spared the one who is about to die today in his realm, stop the 

tortures of the sinful souls and grant blessing to his realm. 

The winged creatures which resemble the angels in paintings all rushed towards the man on the throne 

and prostrate themselves. 

Their expression was reverent and full of worship. They will not disobey, they will not rebel, and their 

loyalty is immeasurable. 

They do not dare look up to see the face of their Lord else they will be blinded by the splendor of their 

Lord. 

The angels itself has different positions and hierarchy. The largest of them have a wing that could cover 

the earth. 

The smallest of them is already two times bigger than planet earth. Even though they are big, they do 

not incite the feeling of fear or instill dread. 

Each of their faces was pleasant and good looking. 

‘She called me’ the man on the throne said in a disbelieving tone. His word when uttered shakes the 

Pillars of that Realm. 

The man on the throne smiles and his smiles blinded one thousand angels. 

The angels who seen his smile, their eyes was instantly burned by black fire and they crumbled and turns 

to nothingness. 

But the other angels didn’t care. 

Then He got up. He clicked his fingers and the robe make of light turns dark red with malicious runic 

writing covering it. 

The robes make him look like an avenger of sins. His kind face, his holy aura disappeared replaced with a 

cold expression that could create winter. 

His holy aura is replaced with a wrathful vengeance. 

He clicked his finger again and the Scepter turns into a Black Red Scythe emitting killing fiendish aura, as 

thousands more angels was instantly evaporated when they came into the contact of the aura. 

Yet, the angels did not move. They still prostrate themselves. Another click of his fingers and rings 

suddenly appears in each of his fingers. 

Then looking the angels prostrating in front of him, he clicked his fingers and the thousands of 

evaporated angels who was turned into nothingness, appears again, larger and stronger. 



Then without explanation, the man closes his eyes and he disappears in a flash of light. The moment he 

disappears the Pillars of the Realms cracked. 

The angels even though their lord has disappeared still prostrate themselves and did not do anything. 

*** 

Chapter 104: When the cherry blossom fades (2) 

MEANWHILE ON EARTH 

Sofia who was on Earth suddenly feels an intense pressure covering the entire USA when she finished 

praying. 

The warm sunlight was suddenly covered by black clouds, and thunder boomed in the distance. 

Lightning could be seen to strike the ground. 

Storms are formed and the winds changed direction. Air shattered and space crack suddenly appeared 

in many parts around the hanging gardens. 

Looking at this Sofia yelled 

‘Is that you!’ 

Then a fog suddenly appears on the Hanging Garden even though that should be impossible. 

The fog is black like the blackest night and the fog was magic…of the highest kind. Laws ripple from the 

fog, almost like the fog has its own intelligence. 

Lightning crossed in the dark clouds and thunder showered the land, the winds form and dissipated like 

a bizarre scene of forming and destruction. 

Then as she turns around to look at the source of the fog, she could see a man appearing from the fog. 

And Sofia heart jolted. 

The same cold face. The same cold demeanor. The same powerful charisma. The same imposing 

presence. 

The moment the man materializes from the fog, Godly Presence filled the world. 

Alarms rang out from World Government headquarters. 

Blaring red alarms all glowed in the HQ of World Headquarters as Generals of the organization began 

panicking from this unexpected alarm. 

The peaceful morning of the World Organization is quickly broken as the HQ began seeing a bustle of 

activity as engineers began preparing Battlestar to be deployed. 

On the other side of the world, in Russia, the Revolutionary Army quickly raises their emergency 

protocol. 
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The General of RA began communicating with the Kaiser to ask him to call upon her sister who was in 

seclusion in the White Dragon Mountain. 

This is the power of a Sovereign. An arrival that echoes all over the world. The sovereign that releases 

this power is not a friendly one’s. 

Because both organization knows where their sovereigns are. 

A Sovereign is releasing their Godly Intent. The people beneath the Hanging Garden, most of them have 

already fainted. 

Some was foaming in the mouth because of shock. 

To be hit by a Godly Intent by a Sovereign, that would not be good. 

‘Always with the theatrics’ Sofia muttered under her breath. 

Raymond while he always comes in with a flair but Azief always comes with thunders and lightning, with 

black fog thus he was always associated with darkness. 

Associated with dark feelings. To others this would be a Godly arrival, people will prostate to the ground 

and beg for mercy. 

To Sofia this is theatrics. Because she knows Azief. 

Always imposing. Always intimidating. Always dark. 

Even before he reached the negotiation table, a certain image of power has already been formed. 

That was the purpose of all the show. To create an inviolable image. To create a dissonance on the 

hearts of his opponents. To instill fear and encourage obedience 

Sofia knows how Azief operates. 

Azief comes out from the dark fog. His face shows no emotion whatsoever but there is a slight smirk on 

his mouth. Others might not notice it but Sofia notices it. 

The Prince of Darkness. The Lord of the Underworld. The God of Death. That is his title. The strongest 

man in the world. 

First, Azief look around him and he creased his eyebrows when he saw the Pillars of Light around the 

Garden. 

Clearly he is not pleased. 

Azief then waved his hand and the Pillars of light that Raymond constructed was enveloped by black fog 

The Pillars of Light turns to a Flag of Darkness as it create a wall of darkness enclosing the Hanging 

Garden from any interruptions. 

In the World Government Headquarters, three Battlestar are deployed to see why a Sovereign suddenly 

releases his Godly Intent. 



The Battlestar is only for initial contact. The World Government is not na?ve enough to think that three 

Battlestar could contain a Sovereign. 

Since Raymond is still fighting the beast in the Great Sea, the World Government need to delay until the 

big gun is available. 

Hirate who was the president has already guessed who would be this domineering. Loki would not do 

this. 

Even though he is a sovereign, he mainly keeps a low profile. Jean is still in Neverland, beside his 

beloved comatose Paulette. 

Katarina is in seclusion after her battle with the Prince. Oreki and Hikigaya have no reason to provoke 

the World Government. 

Which leave the only Sovereign daring enough to do this…the Prince, the Death God. 

He is rarely on Earth and always in the Underworld. He rarely surfaces and rarely interferes. 

But once he does come up, that means big waves will follow. The last time he appears, he nearly 

ruptured the time continuum and almost ripped the fabric of reality. 

Akira has already rubbed his forehead. This would be a headache. 

On the White Dragon Mountain, far away in Russia, Katarina the Snow Deity was sitting under a 

waterfall in the coldest cave in the world, when she felt the Godly Intent. 

‘It’s him! He returned! She muttered as she opens her eyes. She was about to get up but then she 

stopped. 

Then she sighed and she calms herself down again. 

Then slowly she closes her eyes back. She knows her relationship with the Prince is complicated and she 

didn’t want to complicate it even more. 

The last time they met, they engage in a world shattering battle but both of them knows that whatever 

between them is not over. 

She knows there is something between the Prince and Sofia but she didn’t know what it is. 

She didn’t want to meddle and the Prince didn’t seem to want troubles which are why He informs all the 

Sovereign. 

She didn’t want to be seen as a jealous girl but that is what she is feeling now. 

He was the bane of her existence….but when he wanted to reconnect with Sofia, she find herself feeling 

possessive, jealous of the girl he’s trying to protect. 

She sighed and then she returned back to her acquiring of the Laws. 

Oreki and Hikigaya also felt the Godly Intent sweeps Japan and they chose not to do anything. 

Why would they readily offend the Prince when the Prince only wanted to talk to someone? 



But if the Prince wanted to harm Earth, of course they will leap into action but since he is not, they 

would just ignore what is happening in America. 

After all, that is Raymond territory. Let the Earthshaker deals with it. The Thunder God and Illusion God 

will not meddle. 

Jean who was sitting on his throne in Neverland also felt the reverberation and the fluctuation of Godly 

Intent sweeping across his Realm but he did not do anything. 

He could not leave Neverland else the Wall of Time in Neverland will crumbles and Paulette will die. 

The Prince once advises him that he should let the dead rest. 

Jean remembers that he even begged the Prince to revive his wife, but he rejected. He said the Price of 

reviving a person is not a price that Jean could handle. 

Jean the Time God has always had a complicated relationship with the Prince. 

They were not friends. 

They were not rivals. 

They were not enemies. 

They just know each other because of their status as Sovereign. 

But he could not accept Paulette death as destiny so he created his own Time Pocket and places 

Paulette in a state of dying and not dying. 

She should have been dead but here in Neverland, time stops. Nothing grows. Nothing ages. 

In Neverland, as long as you did not go out, you will live in a single moment. Eternal youth. Eternal life. A 

place where time is trapped. 

In here, Paulette did not die. But she is not alive either. 

Staying unconscious even though the heart is beating, though the brains function, the last breath could 

not be taken because of the trapping of Time. 

Jean only sighs when he realizes that the Prince has returned to Earth again but he did not interfere. 

In another part of the world, Loki was examining a staff when he felt the Intent. 

‘Ptuii’ he spited on the ground as the ground melted from his spit. 

‘He’s here again. That troublesome guy.’ He never liked the Prince. 

The Prince has deceived him, reneges on his deals, force him to break another deal with Sofia and the 

humiliation of being saved from him is still something Loki could not forget. 

But even though he does not like the Prince he would not be so stupid to fly and confront the Prince. 

What is he? An idiot? The Prince is the first sovereign of all the Seven. He is also the strongest. 



Being able to render the heavens with one slash, splitting the seas apart with one strike and summon 

fire and rain with a wave of his hand. 

Loki was the youngest of the Sovereign. When the Prince first becomes Sovereign he was only an Orb 

Condensing Stage junior. 

The Prince has experience and stronger than him. He would just stomach his unsatisfied feeling. 

If he manages to make a deal with the Prince, then he could only imagine how much power he would 

get from that deal. 

His path to Sovereign stage is different from all the other Sovereigns and as such his method is different. 

Then he continues his wok examining the staff. 

In the Great Sea Raymond was fighting the Sea dragon with other warlords behind him assisting. 

In the Great Sea, a tornado with the speed of Mach 4 is spinning furiously killing all of the sea creatures 

who couldn’t stand the pressure. 

Thunders and lightning keep falling from the sky as he battles the beast. In his battle he suddenly felt the 

Intent and his eyes widened. 

‘The Prince!’ 

He wanted to finish the beast fast but the beast did not want to go down. So Raymond gritted his teeth 

and advances his attack while thinking of Sofia 

Meanwhile on the Garden, Sofia look at that face and her eyes began to become red as tears began to 

pool. 

She choked. She didn’t know what to say even though it was she that summons him. 

‘What to say?’ she mumbles. 

Before, no matter how she summons him, he did not listen. But now….. and her heart is in disarray, 

looking at that face again 

‘You’ve come, finally’ she said coldly not knowing why that sentence comes out of her mouth 

But there is no change of expression in Azief face which only makes Sofia even more incensed 

‘I’m here’ he said looking at Sofia like looking at an old friend and his gaze softens. Laws still ripple from 

the cloak, aura of death pervaded all around the garden. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you 
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His rings glowed like the shine of the moon in each of his fingers. 

Then he moved forward. He takes a step. This step was imbued with Universal Laws. 

The areas around him all were affected. 

The moment his step reaches the ground, the flowers wilted, and the trees crumble, and the life of 

everything around five meter radius was sucked into him like an eternal gluttonous black hole. 



But when another step is taken and he moves forward, the place where it was wilted and dissipated of 

all life essence suddenly it turns back to its former vitality. 

The flowers blooms again, the trees stand up straight again, and life is restored. Life comes and goes. 

Death is a certainty. 

Creation and Destruction. The state of life, the laws of the Universe, rebirth and reincarnation, the 

power of the soul, all of this elements and enlightenment of the laws exist in that one step he taken. 

‘Laws of Time’ she muttered but then she shakes her head. No, this is not the Law of Time. This is the 

Law of Life and Death. 

Laws of Reincarnation and Rebirth. Destruction and creation 

He walks step by step while this phenomenon happens with each step. Sofia admitted that there is no 

Sovereign that comprehended more difficult laws other than the Prince. 

No wonder, he could control everything in this world and could look in disdain all those experts, fear no 

one and acted so domineering, and each moves of him created waves. 

Then he arrived in front of Sofia only a few steps separate them. 

‘It’s not long since we meet Sofia. Why do you call me?’ That was the first word he said. But he was not 

angry. 

No, on the contrary he was happy. He is conflicted. He knows he must not see her, he knows he must 

contain his feeling; he knows he must forget her, but the moment she called him, he comes. 

It was not the first time she has called him. 

But every time he did not answer. He wanted her to let him go. But now, now that she is about to get 

married….it seems that it is he that could not let go. 

Humans feelings…always…always conflicted, always doesn’t make sense, always….complicated like this. 

He wanted to forget. Yet, he couldn’t ignore. When she is in dangers, he helped her, in a way that she 

didn’t even know. 

When she is sad, Azief wanted to wipe the tears from her face and say it will all be okay. When she is 

happy, he was happy. 

He wanted to erase the memories. But the more he wanted to forget, the more he remembers. 

Then he could hear Sofia angry tone. Her voice cracked and wavering 

‘Why do you answer this time? IS this the first time I ask you? I ask you before. I pray to you. I even went 

to your temple and leave some offerings. I called upon you. Yet, you never answer. Why now? At the 

eve of my wedding?’ 

Azief did not response as he only let Sofia vent. 

‘Is that what you want to ask me? Why I did not answer? Is that really what you want to know?’ he then 

ask 



Sofia stopped talking and then shakes her head. 

‘No, that is not the reason.’ 

‘So, ask me what you really want to know.’ Azief said with that uncaring tone. But Sofia realizes his voice 

is trembling 

‘Why did you leave me? I never could understand.’ Azief looks at her and there is a profound sorrow in 

his eyes, a look of sorrows only Sofia could know. 

‘Why does it matter? I leave you. That’s what matters. Not why.’ he said as thunders roars on the sky. 

‘It matters to me. Why do you stop loving me?’ She asked again this time the tears is already falling. 

Azief always thought woman when they cried would look ugly, but he doesn’t know why every time he 

looks at Sofia crying in front of him, he always thought of her to be beautiful. 

‘I never stop loving you’ he said with a tone of resolute will. 

‘Then why did you let me go?’ 

She moves forward and she stares at Azief eye and she said with her voice trembling and her eyes full of 

welling tears 

‘We could have been happy together. I know that, and it is perhaps the hardest thing to know.’ 

Azief chuckles. 

But he did not say anything. 

‘You’re not going to say anything? I’m marrying Raymond. You ok with this?’ She said with a higher tone 

clearly angry at Azief lack of response. 

‘Do you miss me?’ He asked suddenly. And that question startled Sofia. She looks at his eyes and nodded 

‘Do you hate me?’ he asks again. 

‘Yes’ she reply as tears keeps running down her face. Azief didn’t say anything just pondering. 

He could not stay long here on Earth since he could already felt that his presence has already alters 

some natural laws in America. 

Outside the gardens, storms appears out of nowhere, fire tornadoes erupted from the ground, lightning 

joins in and began striking the lands. 

It was like Apocalypse is coming. This is because his energy is released. But he had to release it. Because 

he knows what is at stake. 

Then Sofia said to him, looking him straight at his eyes, while tears was rushing down from her face 

‘I hate that I can’t hate you for breaking my heart into pieces. I hate that not only you were my 

boyfriend but also my only best friend. I hate that when we broke up I lost not only my boyfriend; I also 

lost my best friend. I hate that you made me feel like I was special and how I can’t forget how that 

makes me feel. I hate how easy it is for you to give up on us. I hate that you made me fell in love with 



you. I hate the fact that you are fine when I felt like my life ended. I hate that even though you broke my 

heart, my heart could not let go. I could not let go. I hate that I can’t hate you even if I tried. I hate you. I 

hate you’ she said and she was almost in verge of breaking down. 

Azief tries to grab her but she immediately pushes his hand. 

‘Don’t. You can’t do that. Not now. Not after all this time. I want to know.’ 

‘You miss me. You hate me…..which means you can’t forget me. Is this wedding is really what you want?’ 

He asked. 

‘It is’ she replies a little angry. 

‘Or is this your way of getting back on me?’ Azief said, his tone was cold. 

Sofia didn’t say anything. 

Azief look at the dark sky overhead and sighed. 

‘Knowing the future is a curse, Sofia. You will not understand even if I tell you. So what’s the point 

telling?’ He said and he sighed again. 

‘We were young. We didn’t understand love. We make mistakes. I hurt you. You hurt me. But even 

through it all, through all the pain, I wish only happiness for you. And if that happiness was with another 

man…..’ 

‘Then you should fight for us!’ Sofia interjected with anger in her tones. 

‘You should fight for us. You should hold on with everything you got. You should hold my hand and 

never let go. My happiness was with you. If you fight for us, do you think I would leave? You gave up on 

us. I didn’t.’ she said her emotion was high and her eyes was full of indignation 

‘I waited, Azief. I waited for you. I waited long enough don’t you think? There is a history between us. I 

hate you once for what happens with little Alexander. But, at the time, I was lost. And that’s not why 

you broke up with me. You just gave up. You left me like that, heartbroken and in pain for years. You left 

me cold. And now, you handle the matter with the Trickster, helping Raymond in his quest. Suddenly 

you want to help? Now, you protect me when I’m in danger. Become my prince on a white horse. Smite 

my enemies. You act like nothing changed between us. You know what you are? You’re selfish, Azief. 

You said you let me go. But this …..you made me waver. What sick game you are playing?’ 

Azief look at Sofia and he wanted…so bad…he wanted so bad to hug her and tell her that everything will 

be okay. 

That the future he saw could be averted. That all of his actions have reasons. Has purpose. 

But God, he really wanted to flip everything, destiny, fate, he wanted to flip all that, and just hug her 

there, and ask her to stop the wedding. He wanted to kiss her and feel that lips again. 

He wanted to hold her hand again. Wanted to touch her cheeks. Wanted to drown in her eyes. He 

wanted to feel….whole again. 

So, he comes closer to her. A step. 



‘No games. No tricks. ‘And he comes closer to Sofia and he held out his hand and caressed Sofia cheeks. 

Another step. His face was very close to Sofia face, his breath could be felt by Sofia and she blushes red. 

Sofia did not push it away this time. There is warmth in his touch. Familiar warmth. And looking at those 

eyes again, her heart still beats. 

And at that time, she finally realized why she summons him. But she could not admit it now. 

She still loves him. She misses the times when they used to kiss. Then Azief spoke. 

‘I want you to be happy. Being with me…’and he shakes his head and sigh. Then he inch away and look 

at Sofia with a face of resignation 

‘Do you really you wanted to know why I broke up with you? Is that the only reason?’ 

He said and he could see that in Sofia eyes, that was not the truth. She wanted confirmation. 

She wanted to see her own heart. She wanted him to take her away. 

And Azief knows. 

And he could not let that happens. The farther away from her he is the better it is for both of them. 

The Eye of Oracle has shown him the glimpse of the future and there is not a day goes by he cursed the 

day he got those eyes. 

No wonder the Oracle was so eager to volunteer her eye. 

‘I broke up with you because I don’t find you attractive anymore. Satisfied?’ He said and he turned back. 

The Battlestar which already arrives a few minutes before hovers around the perimeter of the Garden 

and try to initiate contact when Azief who all along already notice the Battlestar waves his hand and 

thunders form on the sky. 

The sky cracked and a three bolts of red black thunder, strikes down the three Battlestar and they fall 

down to the ground beneath almost instantly. 

Some fall into the ocean. 

He was about to teleport himself back to his realm when Sofia said behind him 

‘You don’t think I would believe that excuse, right?’ 

‘Believe whatever you want’ he said and then the black fog envelops Azief and when the fog clears Azief 

was no longer there and the clouds becomes normal again. 

All over the world, the suppressing feelings disappears. 

‘Why?’ Sofia said as she looks at the sky, looking defiantly. 

‘Why would you….give up? You? You have never given up on anything! You have always been selfish! So 

why do you give up on us! Why have you suddenly becomes generous!’ She yelled to the sky. 



‘I’m going to marry another man. Can you bear that Azief!?’ she still yelling at the sky, her tears keep 

falling. 

‘You could have your happy ending. And…I….could have mine’ she said stuttering, overwhelmed by her 

own emotions, as she slowly slid down to the ground and sobs in tears. 

Azief who was already back at his realms and already sit back on his throne look at Sofia, a universe 

away, and he too…..was suppressing the urge to cry. 

He gritted his teeth, his hand gripped tight, his eyes red because of anger. 

He wanted her to be happy. That was always his wish. He just never imagined that her being happy is 

not with him. He could never have imagined that. 

But then he remembers the word of the Oracle a long time ago and he closes his eyes and the image of 

Sofia crying disappears. 

He closed his heart and the words of the Oracle echoes in his ear. 

‘She will be your downfall. Mark my word, O God of Death; she will be your downfall. And you will be 

her’s.’ 

And remembering that word, he returns back to the emotionless man he is and opens his eyes. 

*** 

Chapter 105: This beating heart of mine (1) 

PRESENT TIME 

Sina looks on the ground as she slowly floated down and then when her feet reach the ground she 

heaved a sigh of relief. 

‘That is a weird experience’ she muttered under her breath but everyone can hear it. Azief smirked in 

amusement. 

Sofia was chuckling while Loki was smiling. 

‘How was it?’ Azief asked as he also floated down and landed on the ground with ease, as graceful as the 

clouds. 

Sina who is finally relaxed now that she has stepped on solid ground smiles awkwardly and answer 

‘I don’t know how you do it. I have a fear of high places.’ She said as she offers an excuse. 

Thinking about it, Sina could only be at awe at Azief free demeanor when he was flying in the sky. 

It was like he was in his elements. Flying through the air, knees on the clouds, and his black robe 

swishing about, as free as a bird. 

‘The suit seems powerful. Durable too. It withstands a Mach 4 speed in the air without breaking down.’ 

Loki remarked as he come closer to Sina and examines the suit. 

Azief smiles. 
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He must admit that Earth Two has a lot of technological advancement. 

He even manages to smuggle two hundred plasma guns, one hundred anti-gravity mine, one Echelion 

canon and one anti matter bomb powerful enough to level down a city. 

Then Azief also wanted to boast about the suit began to speak up 

‘It is equipped with photon laser, anti-gravity mine, plasma beam, unibeam, and anti-matter particle. 

There is also pheon beam strong enough to wipe out a mountain. I called it the Anti-Hyperion Suit’ Azief 

explains to Loki. 

Loki smiles as he seems impressed. 

‘You sure bring back something good for us. Would be better if you brought one for me and for Sofia 

too’ Loki said 

But Azief shakes his head. 

‘It wouldn’t be that useful in the later stages. You and Sofia could improve yourself with EXP. But Sina, 

you know how she is. She depends on pills concocting. She will be vulnerable with her body strength. 

Her stage is also insufficient to match up with the powerhouse present right now and her class is hard to 

level up. The suit could fight an Energy Disperse Stage High Realm to a standstill. But if that person is an 

Energy Disperse stage with a body cultivation of Eternal Spring, you better run. Other than that, you 

don’t have to worry about anything.’ 

Sofia who did not say anything come closer to Azief and asks him about what he sees in the sky. 

‘A lot of aerial beast. And the world has truly changed. The soils become harder. With my strength I 

should be able to destroy a mountain with one wave of my hand. But when I unleashed my power on a 

hill it only smashed at a considerable amount instead of immediately atomized.’ Azief answer 

‘You mean, whatever happen when the light covered the earth strengthened the elements of the 

world?’ Loki ask as he nodded his head with a smile formed in his lips 

‘Yes, maybe even changing the very environment of Earth’ Azief nodded as he ponders again. 

Sofia began to become bored hearing Azief and Loki once again talking about things that she doesn’t 

know or understand. 

‘Hey, Azief look at me’ she said as she grabbed the sleeve of Azief black robe. Azief was interrupted and 

look at her. 

‘Oh, why?’ He asked as he stares at Sofia in puzzlement. 

‘Notice anything different?’ She said as she flashed a smile. 

Behind them Sina was showing a cheering movement with her hand. Azief might not notice but to 

others, it is very obvious. 

With Sofia face flushing red, and her ladylike manner only an idiot wouldn’t know 

Sofia heart beating like a drum. No, like thunder. 



Badump! Badump! After almost a year, Azief turns not only taller, but also become incredibly handsome 

and charismatic. 

His hair is long and straight, his face is flawless, and his hand is even prettier than a girl, smooth and 

gentle. 

A stark contrast with his cold attitude which only made him even more attractive. Not to mention Sofia 

has been harboring this feeling since a year ago. 

Maybe it is because he saved her life. Or maybe because she got the feeling that he is the only one that 

understands her in this new world. 

Or maybe it is because of the promise they seal together under the peach blossom tree. No matter the 

reason, she knows her heart beats for him now. 

Her heart is going badump, badump, and she feels anxious, feels nervous, feel giddy. What do I do? She 

asked herself as Azief stares at her. 

What do I do with this pounding heart? He could hear it! She tries as hard as she can to calm her 

breathing. 

She wanted to express her feelings but she knows she’s bad at it. Bad at confessing her feelings, bad at 

being in love. 

That was always the case. Always a little late. But not her current self. She will put her feelings forth and 

go with it. 

‘I didn’t notice anything different’ Azief said as he scratches the back of his head. Loki who was standing 

not far from them face palm himself. 

How dense could you be? He wanted to yell. 

Clearly, Sofia was making an effort. Look at her hair! Isn’t that a different hairstyle from yesterday! Isn’t 

that a twin tails! Isn’t that cute! Is he blind! Loki wanted to yell. 

Look at her clothes! Isn’t that white clothes give a feeling of purity and innocence! Loki wanted to smack 

the back of Azief head. 

What great detective? What great investigator? People said he could analyze whoever someone is by 

only looking at them? 

If he really is all this couldn’t he sees that the girl in front of him is clearly having a crush on you! 

‘Nothing different?’ Sofia was choked on her words. 

‘Really? Try to look again’ she asks as she twirled and Sina almost laughed. This time Azief look at Sofia 

again and then he exclaimed as he smiles 

‘Ah! You!’ he said as he waved his finger at her. His face was smiling like he found something 

mischievous on her 

He comes closer to her suddenly as their face was in front of each other and Sofia heart was jolted. 



Then Azief use his finger to slowly wipe Sofia lips. Azief face was in front of her and with that smile on 

his face; he looks like a charming man full of mischief. 

Sofia blush red on her cheeks, her heart keep beatings with a very loud pounding, and she tremble a bit 

while Sina eyes were shining with anticipation. 

Loki on the other hand thought to himself Is he going to kiss her? 

But what Azief said after made Loki wanted to smash his face on the ground while Sina was about to 

punch Azief on the face. 

‘You think I won’t realize that you eat my stored griffin meat. There is still the sign of oil on your lips. 

You’re testing me right? Don’t underestimate my eye. And don’t take it ever again. I already labeled it. 

Didn’t you already take your share yesterday?’ he said proudly as he rubbed Sofia hair and smiles. 

Sofia was dumbfounded. Clearly that is not what she thought Azief will say 

Sofia stomped her feet and look at Azief with an expression of frustration 

‘Sheesh! Idiot!’ And she stomped away. 

‘Wait!’ Azief said as he looks at Sofia stomping away from him. 

And then he looks at Loki and Sina and asks 

‘What did I do wrong?’ 

Loki just sighs. Sina shakes her head. 

‘Think about it, Azief. Really…..think about it.’ 

Loki said and then he chuckles. He looks at the incensed Sofia walking away, and look at the face of Azief 

which was full of musing, and Loki knows that this group will never get boring. 

Sina however was already by Sofia side listening to Sofia complaints. Girls. Loki just smirk like he always 

does. 

After the incident, Azief and Loki went to the barracks. 

Sina after she has finished consoling Sofia went to the open plains and was trying the new suit functions 

as she tries to familiarize herself maneuvering the suit. 

Sofia was practicing archery though many of the soldiers realized that today the Divine Archer mood is 

very bad. 

It almost seems like she wanted to hunt all the games in the plains. And they also heard some of her 

mumblings. 

‘Nothing different! Idiot! Waste of my time trying to be subtle! Arggh!’ That is some of the thing they 

heard when some of them follow the Divine Archer on her hunt. 

Loki on the other hand began handing out the weapons Azief smuggles from Earth Two to the soldiers 

who is in lower stages. 



Meanwhile in the manor Wang Jian is talking with Azief. Wang Jian treated Azief like he treated his 

former employer, the King of Yue. 

Wang Jian was looking respectfully at Azief and handed him a paper. 

‘This is the list?’ 

‘Yes. I hope my lord would decide the position from this list of people. I already vetted them very 

carefully. They are loyal and capable. They will make great addition to our village power’ 

Wang Jian then heap praises on the names on the list. 

But Azief was indifferent either way. Wang Jian since he acknowledges Azief as his new lord has always 

rack his brain on what his lord was thinking. 

But no matter how he thinks, his lord remains unfathomable. Wang Jian could not know what his new 

lord is thinking. 

‘Loyal to me or loyal to you?’ Azief mindlessly ask but the atmosphere in the room instantly cooled 

down. 

The energy inside the room quickly becomes chaotic. 

Wang Jian just shakes his head vigorously. Then he cupped his hand and then he declares this content of 
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‘They are loyal to me’ he said fearlessly. He decided to speak honestly and hides nothing. Maybe the 

new lord respects the virtues of honesty. 

And this suits him better than to be scheming. He will leave that to the corrupt minister. He is a general. 

Valiant heart and brave disposition. That is his attitude and his natural state. 

‘Oh?’ Azief was surprised to see Wang Jian answer this way. 

But before he could say anything else Wang Jian then said. 

‘But I am loyal to you. And as the lord, anytime you wanted to replace them from their position, I will 

not say anything. But since the only people in our villages are my people, this is the best I could offer. I 

hope my lord will not think me as an usurper’ Azief looking at how honest this general of his couldn’t 

help but laugh. 

‘Loki sure knows how to pick people. Fine. I will look at it and decided before the afternoon. Now, heed 

my orders. Today, you and your White Tiger army must explore areas around our villages to find 

survivors. Come back before night. The beast roams at night, powerful beast. And I have a feeling that 

the mountain at the end of the plains hides a very powerful monster. When I fly by around that area I 

could feel the aura.’ 

Wang Jian nodded 

‘I will follow your order, my lord’ Wang Jian exclaimed and cupped his hand and exited the manor. 



Azief then could hear Wang Jian announcing to his soldiers that they will move outside the village and 

began to deploy his soldiers in the battlements for patrols. 

Wang Jian brought with him 150 soldiers to find survivors. 

Azief nodded in satisfaction. He then turned to the task at hand which is the list 

He then scanned the list and smiles. Wang Jian is a meticulous man. He even includes the full bio of each 

candidate. 

Azief first brewed his personal coffee and then he sit down as he review the people in the list. 

It almost remind him when he was president of a multi-billion dollar company when he was in Earth 

Two. 

Then after about an hour he finally decided. 

‘Open Village Status’ he said it in his mind and a status window appeared in front of his eyes. 

Chapter 106: This beating heart of mine (2) 

VILLAGE NAME: EDEN 

The village name is Eden. 

It is derived from an Imperial City that the village head once sees and admire the majesty of that city 

thus the name. 

The village is peaceful and doesn’t seem to be suffering from any disaster. 

VILLAGE HEAD: AZIEF 

The ruler of the village. 

The territory of Azief is very small and need to work harder to attract people and create a civilization for 

the betterment of humanity. 

POPULATION: 315 

The population is only three hundred and fifteen people. The ruler must attract many more residents to 

create a city. 

INVESTMENT: 5.7 MILLION GOLD 

Use the investment wisely and create a village that could attract more people. Do not forget to attract 

talents. 

ROLES IN THE VILLAGE 

GRAND DIPLOMAT : SINA 

ROYAL ENFORCER : ZHANG YE 

VILLAGE MAGISTER : ZHU YUAN 
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GREAT BUILDER : JIANG WUSHANG 

GRAND EXPLORER : LIU YAN 

COUNCILOR : WAN GAOJUN 

:XIAO YAN 

:CHU FENG 

VILLAGE HEAD : AZIEF 

VILLAGE HEAD WIFE : SOFIA 

VILLAGE HEAD CONSORT : 

VILLAGE HEIR : 

HIGH PRIEST : 

TREASURER :LI YUAN 

VILLAGE MERCHANT : 

VILLAGE MILITIA COMMANDER: WANG JIAN 

MARSHALL : NIE FENG 

KNIGHTS 

:BAI XIAOCHUN 

:LI MU 

:XIAO FENG 

:CHEN SHENG 

MERCHANT CARAVAN LEADER: 

MERCHANT CARAVAN: 

: 

: 

TIPS 

[ALL OF THE PEOPLE WITH POSITION HAS CERTAIN ABILITIES TO CONSTRUCT BUILDINGS FROM THE 

VILLAGE INTERNAL AFFAIRS MODE] 

[THE RULER OF THE VILLAGE HAS ALL THE ABILITY TO CONSTRUCT ALL BUILDINGS ACCORDING TO HIS 

RANK] 

[ALL OF THE POSITION FILLED WILL INCREASE THE BONUSES GIVEN TO THE STABILITY OF THE VILLAGES] 



[COUNCILOR FOR VILLAGES IS 3] 

[ONLY FIVE KNIGHTS FOR A VILLAGE] 

[EACH PERSON APPOINTED TO THE POSITION WILL HAVE THE ADDED BENEFITS OF HAVING TEN TIMES 

OF AMOUNT OF EXP WHEN KILLING MONSTER] 

[POSSESS HIGHER DURABILITY AND HEALING IS ACCELERATED BY 20 PERCENT WHEN IN THE TERRITORY] 

OTHER ABILITIES 

FIEFDOM GRANTING 

LAND GRANT 

CHARTER 

CONQUEST 

NOBLES TITLES 

EUROPEAN 

FACILITIES 

Manor 

Warehouse 

Militia Barracks 

Wooden Walls 

Alchemy Lab 

Public Bath 

Granary 

Inn 

Smithy 

Ranch 

INFO FOR RANK ADVANCEMENT FOR TERRITORY 

CURRENT RANK: Village 

RECOMMENDED ACTION: Work harder and improve the condition of life and protect the residents. The 

area is fertile and the territory is full of life. Hunting the monsters around to increase overall strength 

and safety is recommended. Farming and cultivation of the land is recommended. No neighboring 

territories. No hostile forces. Recommended to find survivors and refuges. 

VILLAGES: Population of 300 or less 



TOWNS 

Small Towns : 4000 or less 

Large Towns : 7000 or less 

CITIES 

Small City : 10,000 or less 

Large City : 30, 000 or less 

Metropolis : 70, 000 or less 

KINGDOM 

Small Kingdom: 100,000 or less 

Large Kingdom: 700,000 or less 

Holy Kingdom : 800,000 or less 

EMPIRE 

Small Empire : A million or less 

Large Empire : ten million or more 

Holy Empire : twelve million or more 

TIPS: Holy Kingdoms refers to Kingdoms with both the High Priest and the King cooperated with each 

other. Bonuses includes fast regeneration of health for all people inside the territory 

He has already determined the people position in his village. For the Grand Diplomat, there is Sina. this 
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Royal enforcer Zhang Ye. From what he sees and surmises Zhang Ye is a loyal soldiers that serve Wang 

Jian and is also very capable and smart 

He is also very near to breakthrough to Energy Disperse Stage. Azief did no worry that any rebellion 

might happens because he is already in the high realm of Seed Forming. 

But that is only in his aura level. He did not yet form the seed. Only his level reaches 69. He could not 

reach level 70 unless he formed at least three seeds. 

The Essence Tree, Forming the Seed, Paving the Path to Disk Formation 

He already accumulated experience to level up to his level 69 in that other earth he was stuck in during 

their mishap in Earth Two. 

But he only level up his level and did not form seed. Azief wanted to form his seed here, on Earth Prime. 

To make sure he could from his seed, he needs to accumulate EXP again but this time distributes it to 

that strand of seedlings in his consciousness to create the Essence Tree. 



Each Seed is an introduction to laws and wields power of those particular laws. The number of Seed 

depends on your will or how long you think you could spare to form seed. 

The more seeds you have, the stronger you will become in later stages. But if you only form the Seed, 

and neglect other people advancement to later stages, then you might be left out by those people. 

For example, Azief in his Orb Condensing Stage possess a perfect Orb. 

That makes him even superior than an Energy Disperse Stage Middle Realm even though he was only in 

Orb Condensing Stage. 

When he was in Energy Disperse Stage he manages to perfect his Body Refinement Stages, passing the 

Undying Body stages, making his body invincible from even tribulation lightning. 

His soul might disperse but his body will remains. He can only afford to purse the path of perfection 

because he has time in his hand. 

The Universe Orb and the dilation of time between earth prime and earth two. 

Right now he is not worried about Seed Forming Stage expert because there is only one true Seed 

Forming Stage expert in this world, and that is him. 

The parchment he got from Will a few days ago also confirm his suspicions. 

He looks back at his village status windows. For Village Magister he chose Zhu Yuan. He is a Warlock with 

ability to control the elements. 

For great Builder he chose Jiang Wushang who is also a builder for siege weapons in White Tiger Army. 

For Grand Explorer he chose Liu Yan who is a Hunter class. His three councilors is Wang Gaojun, Xiao 

Yan, and Chu Feng. 

All three of them chose the profession that is very peculiar. 

Wang Gaojun is a Painter. Xiao Yan is a Zither Master. Chu Feng is a Flute Artisans. Their class is peculiar 

and they are the only one. 

For the wife, he chose Sofia since he could give the bonus to Sofia in battles. Sofia was blushing when 

she sees her position in her status windows. 

Though when Azief teases her about the consort part, her eyes turns very terrifying. 

For the High Priest he didn’t find anyone that is suitable and he will wait for a better candidate. 

For Treasurer he chose Li Yuan who is a Coinmaster. 

He did not have many skills but he bring a 70 percent yields of gold in a loot whenever he is in a party. 

In the White Tiger Army, he is considered their own personal God of Prosperity. 

Every monster they hunt with him in their party, it is guaranteed the goods they will have a lot of yields 

in gold. 

Azief could only shakes head of the stupidity of King of Yue to exterminate the White Tiger army. 



The merchant he also didn’t assign to anyone since there is no merchant profession in his villages. 

For Marshall he appointed Nie Feng someone that Wang Jian trusted heavily. 

His knight is the Four Great Warriors of White Tiger Army Bai Xiaochun, Li Mu, Xiao Feng and Chen 

Sheng. 

For now, the empty position will be filled when he found the right person. As he swipes down the 

windows he takes another sip. 

‘A lord, huh’ he sighed. 

Then he got up from his chair and with a cup of coffee in his right hand he walk to the windows of his 

second story manor and look outside. 

A few of his soldiers is training in the barracks. 

Sounds of explosion can be heard around the alchemist lab. Sina manages to create exploding reagents 

yesterday and the soldiers are testing the radius of the damage for the reagents and its effectiveness. 

The reagents is small in its concentration and it is better to be used as a smokescreen instead of a large 

scale bombing. 

Far away he could hear the sound of the cavalry corps riding through the plains with their horses. The 

fire horse and Ice horse is still growing in the ranch and it will take them about another week before 

they could be ridden. 

The Pegasus that Sofia looted is being ridden by some privileged soldiers who is taking them for a ride in 

the clouds. 

‘There is a lot to do’ he said as he takes all of this in. 

*** 

SOMEWHERE IN THE ICE REGION 

The woman breathe is very hard. Panting, she coughs a lump of black blood from her mouth. 

‘Argh!’ she yelled a bit as she fall to the icy cold hard ground. 

‘Bastards!’ She cursed as her lips kissed the grounds, her hands trembling because of the unnatural cold 

in her body and her eyes red because of anger. 

‘Boris! Katarina! You will pay for this!’ She yelled inside the cave and the sound of her yelling echoes. 

She will kill those two duos. 

The cave is hidden by the hard snow and is very hard to find. As she crawled inside she makes a vow 

inside her mind. 

She will repay this humiliation tenfold. 

‘I am Sasha Makarov. I will not die that easily!’ She said as she smirks and her eyes full of defiance. 



Then slowly she gets up and pops a pill into her mouth and sits in a cross legged position as warmth 

filled her Essence Tree. 

Then she coughed another lump of black blood but this time, she feels relaxed as the black blood was 

expelled. 

Sasha Makarov is the only Seed Forming Stage user in the world. But…she is weak. But she did not regret 

it. 

She forego the Body Refinement Stages and rush to level 60 not sparing even a bit of EXP to her body 

refinement stages but because of that she manages to have her revenge. 

But now, she is being hunted by the sibling duo, Boris and Katarina. 

Even though her aura is no joke, her physical body is extremely weak. Two thousand men ambush her 

and fight with her for two days and two nights. 

She manages to kill a thousand men before she ended up in this state. Katarina herself is not someone 

that can be underestimated. 

Not to mention the terrain is very helpful to her and she was hit by the Seven Petals Snow Poison Icicles 

of Katarina and making her poisoned. 

The reputation of Katarina as a fearsome user is not exaggerated. She manages to reach Eternal Spring. 

Her body refinement stage is the pinnacle. 

Even though she is a Seed Forming Middle Realm user, her aura could not intimidate Katarina who is an 

Energy Disperse Stage user. 

It is no doubt that she manages to reach that level of power because the resources of the RA. 

For now she has to hide here. Sasha mused. 

She was just about to set up some barrier when suddenly she jolted in shock. Her Essence Tree shakes 

and then she smiles. 

She looks outside her cave and she look far like she is seeing something other people couldn’t. 

She didn’t notice it before because she was fighting Boris troops. Now, that other aura is not near her, 

she could feel it clearly. 

‘There is another Seed Forming Stage other than me! I have hope!’ She was about to go out and seek 

the other Seed Forming Stage user when she suddenly remember. 

Then she looks hateful again at the falling hard snow outside her cave. 

‘I need to escape the sibling duo first!’ She then nodded and clenches her hand. 

‘Wait for me!’ She said as she began erecting barriers inside the cave. In the Plains, Azief also look at the 

direction of the cave, even though there is no possible way he could see it, but he could feel it. 

From the moment he arrives he could feel the existence of another user that is almost similar like him. 



And now she has notices him. It is not surprising since he already releases his Seed Forming Essence 

aura when he arrived on Earth Prime. 

He snorted. 

‘Do you want to snatch my Seed?’ He thought to himself as he looks at that direction 

‘Come if you dare!’ 

*** 

Chapter 107: Going on the offensive (1) 

Azief after looking for a while in that direction once again gazed back at the information window of his 

village. 

Azief did not treat the consciousness scanning as anything big since he has already expected it long ago. 

Even though he needs more people to rank up his village, he does have some facilities which can be 

upgraded to aid the development of his village 

He then began to check the facilities. 

INN 

Inn made of wood. Could promote hygiene and deter low level monster from entering the vicinity of the 

village. Ten percent fast regeneration of wounds if rest in the Inn. This small inn could accommodate to 

20 people. The grant for the Inn ownership belongs to the Village Head unless the Village Head would 

sell the ownership to someone else. If the owner is not present in the inn, the automated response will 

be activated and will ask each person who wanted to spend a night in the Inn to pay a certain amount of 

money if they wanted to enter. Please specify the amount when you can. Could be upgraded. 

He then specifies 10 copper for normal room and 20 copper for suites room. Since there is nobody 

coming down to his village yet he doesn’t think he should charge high. 

Not to mention there is not yet market price. Gold is easy to get if you are strong but sooner or later, 

gold that comes down from loot will have a price. 

When that time comes, there will be a standardized market. Then he checks another facility. 

Granary 

A granary is necessary in any village. Made of runic wood. Could withstand winters and low level 

monster attack. Able to store food for a long time before it rots or decomposed. A small medium 

granary for a village. Could be used for emergency relief and feeds about 500 people if the granary is 

full. Only one granary for each village. Can be upgraded 

Bonus: As reward for being the first one to create a granary on Earth, you are awarded a full stocked 

granary. Use it wisely. Also included in the granary is some Immortal Peach Seed from the Jade Palace. 

He upgraded the Granary then by investing more money in it. The sound of money being drained does 

not deter Azief will at all. After all, money is not a problem. This is for long term use after all. 
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If more people come to his village, food will become important. 

Not everyone will be like Wang Jian who possesses an Energy Disperse Stage strength and not many 

people would be like him which already possess a Seed Forming Stage strength. 

There will be people who have normal profession and considering the information he got from the Dark 

Speedster, some were even groomed to be non-combatant profession in Revolutionary Army citizens 

and World Government. 

Some become farmers who could create fields of food and fruits. Some become builders who can create 

high towering buildings. 

Azief also needs that kind of people in his territory. 

Most of the people under him right now, have classes that are related to combat instead of production 

class. If there is one only Sian is a production class user and she is proof that production class user has 

low strength. 

Granary 

A granary is necessary in any village. Made of runic stones. Could withstand winters and low level 

monster attack. Able to store food for a long time before it rots or decomposed. A small medium 

granary for a village. Could be used for emergency relief and feeds about 1000 people if the granary is 

full. Only one granary for each village. Can be upgraded 

As for the Immortal Peach Seed is has already been planted in one of the fields. 

Azief hope something good can come of it. Maybe it will be related with Seed Forming Stage benefit. 

The reason why Azief thinks like this is because only Seed Forming Stage user could activate the 

Civilization seed. 

After that he checks the ranch. 

RANCH 

The ranch is important for anyone who wanted to create a cavalry corps. The ranch is a small ranch and 

could only accommodate to 400 horses. Only two types of horses are available right now. Can be 

upgraded to increase the size of the ranch. 

Fire Horse: eats heats and flames. Very suitable if anyone wanted to traverse the Flame Regions. 

Ice Horse: only drinks water and can also hibernate when they are weak. Could withstand harsh 

conditions like harsh cold winters and move unhindered in snowy regions. 

Azief has already planned to create a cavalry corps so he quickly upgraded the ranch. 

Even now, he has some flying cavalry thanks to the Pegasus flock that Sofia and Loki stole in Athens this 
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He could already imagined ordering a cavalry attack with hundreds of warhorses trampling his enemies. 



RANCH 

The ranch is important for anyone who wanted to create a cavalry corps. The ranch is a small ranch and 

could only accommodate to 800 horses. Only three types of horses are available right now. Can be 

upgraded to increase the size of the ranch. 

Fire Horse: eats heats and flames. Very suitable if anyone wanted to traverse the Flame Regions. 

Ice Horse: only drinks water and can also hibernate when they are weak. Could withstand harsh 

conditions like harsh cold winters and move unhindered in snowy regions. 

Wind Horse: A horse that is focused on speed. Their charging speed is one of the best and is good for 

riders who wanted to optimize speed in riding. 

Seeing the improvement happens almost immediately made Azief feels like he is playing a city 

management game. 

Outside the area of the ranch suddenly multiplied. The same could be said for the Granary which is now 

as high as a two story buildings. 

The soldiers who was seeing this improvement only smiles but they did not jump out in excitement or 

anything like that since they are at their post guarding the village from any external threats. 

Sometimes there would be some dumb monster trying to rush into the village but immediately 

dispatched by the arrow attack of the patrolling soldiers. 

Most of the monster is just weak monsters. 

But Azief is a cautious man. He never will leave his territory so undefended. He once saw a great city 

trampled under a great monster horde. He out of everyone understand the danger of monsters 

gathering together. 

A few of stray monster might not be a challenge. A weak level monster might be easy to dispatch. 

But if hundreds of thousands of weak level monster rush towards you and you did not possess heaven 

defying strength like Azief, the only road you left with is the road of death. 

Azief heaved a sigh of relief as he then went outside. 

Looking at the sky he smiles. 

‘Today seems like a good day to get into battle. I also am tired being in this camp. Need to stretch my 

muscle’ he said with a smirk on his face. 

And then slowly he floated up. 

Nobody notices that Azief was floating. 

It was only after he floated up about ten meter from the ground, somebody from the farm notices the 

floating silhouette. 

With the sun blaring hot in the sky, his shadows elongated like a shadow that covered everything 



Then with a boom, he went right up to the clouds. 

The soldiers who were patrolling around the wooden walls was shocked when they heard the sonic 

boom but when they see the black robe person flying up with a speed akin of thunder, they just smiles 

bitterly. 

Loki who realizes this too little to late could only grumble in the barracks to one of the officers of the 

army. 

‘Azief is joining the Hunt.’ Loki sighs. But Loki understands. Azief must feel suffocated here. And he does 

need to stretch his muscle. 

Nobody understands Azief more than Loki does. 

With his Seed Forming Stage energy, there is not many in the world right now that can fight toe to toe 

with him in one on one match. 

If people could not use any artifacts, then Loki can bet with a hundred percent certainty that there is 

nobody in this world will become Azief match. 

The strongest in the world. Azief got this title faster than before. It is different from the previous 

timeline. 

Azief got this title when he becomes the first sovereign. But before that he got many competitors for 

that title. 

Raymond. Katarina. Jean. Oreki. Hikigaya. This is all his rivals at that era. The era before the Sovereigns. 

After the first sovereign was crowned, the second came. And then the third until the seventh. 

By that time, people worshipped the Seven Sovereigns like Gods. 

They all have their own temple and servants. Japanese usually worshiped the Two Sages Beings which is 

Oreki and Hikigaya. 

Their temple on Kyoto was the largest one in the Asian countries. 

Katarina is usually worshipped by the Russian and some European countries also under her patronage. 

The Temple of the Snow Deity in Kiev is one of the most artistically built during that time. It was full of 

her sculpture in a holy posture. 

Raymond was big in North America and Central America. 

He is also worshipped is some places in Mexico. 

The people of European also worshipped Jean the Time God who sometimes bestowed his gift of eternal 

youth to some of his followers and champion. 

He, Loki also have majority of the Norwegian descent worship him and the Scandinavian countries 

usually will give his temple an offering every year during his holidays. 

But, the temple of the God of Death is the most full of believers. 



You would think as a person who held the title God Of Death people would not worship him but maybe 

it is because Azief indifference to the race of people that make him such an effective god. 

For example, Katarina always chose her champion from Russia and always favored the Russian empire 

people when she bestowed her gifts. 

The same could be said to the other Sovereigns. 

Even Loki favored Norwegians when he wanted to bestow any blessings. But Azief does not differentiate 

anyone. 

Whether you believe in him or not, he doesn’t care. Loki once asks why he doesn’t care. Azief answers 

‘It didn’t matter whether they believe in me or not. In the end, I will reap them all’ 

Even his champion he chose it by random choice. Someone attracts his attention, so he bestows his gift. 

But even though he has the most followers rarely he grants a wish. 

Another reason why Loki felt that Azief was a popular sovereign is because of his Gift. The gifts he 

bestowed are not a gift that other sovereigns could bestow. 

There was once an old man who loses his son pray in front of the twenty foot statue of Azief in the 

Dragon Pass for the Death God to resurrect his son back to life. 

For a week he prays without rest and full of sincerity. 

The other Sovereigns take notice of the Faith energy coming from the old man and sought to turn the 

old man to their devotees 

Jean sent his champion to offer the old man to come to Neverland to relive the moment he had with his 

son for eternity. 

But the old man refused. 

The other Sovereigns also been moved by the old man sincerity so much so, that Oreki the Illusion God 

offers the old man to live in an illusion of pure bliss where he could always be with his son in an 

imaginary world. 

But he also refuses. 

When finally the old man was about to die because of the exhaustion he put in praying, a sound break 

the sky and ask the old man 

‘Do you dare to pay the price?’ The voice asked as it shook the Earth. It was Azief talking from his realm. 

His voice creates thunders, produced fiery tornado that sweeps the lands and rock the pillars of the sea. 

‘What will you give for the life of your son?’ the voice asked again 

The old man replied 

‘Everything’ Then for a moment there is no word from the sky. A minute later Azief voice pierced the 

clouds and said. 



‘So be it. I have resurrected your son.’ Then a light shone down on the old man and the old man turns 

youthful. 

All of his wrinkles disappeared and his bent back become straight. 

The old man prostate in front of the statue and left his offering which is all of his wealth in front of the 

statue. 

Thunder flash on the sky and his offerings were received. 

At the time many heroes was there. They were all shocked by the display of power that the Death God 

has shown the world. 

The old man who is now a young man, return to the graveyard and dug the grave of his son. 

The moment he opens the coffins, life was breathed in inside the young man son. 

It was the first time Azief ever granted a wish and the way he did it not only makes him more mysterious 

but also makes more people believe in him. 

Who didn’t want to cheat death? Who didn’t want to be resurrected after death? 

That was also the first time Azief shows that he is able to resurrect the dead. 

It was also the reason why Jean the Time God always hounded the God of Death to resurrect his wife 

but was never successful. 

Even Loki doesn’t know why Azief never wanted to resurrect Paulette. 

But, that is a once a future timeline. Loki reminded himself as he sigh. 

‘I guess Azief will join up with Wang Jian’ he said as he then resumes his job in the barracks. 

Little did he know, Azief was aiming for something different entirely in his journey. 

*** 

Chapter 108: Going on the offensive (2) 

Even though Wang Jian also goes to hunt, his main mission was a search and rescue operations. 

Today, is the day they began the plan to increase the villagers. With more villagers, Wang Jian could hold 

up his head high when he is in front of his lord. 

When Wang Jian and his army were scouring the neighborhood they did encounter a few beasts but 

nothing that they couldn’t handle. 

It was when they were ambushed by a hundred killing wolves that they began to feel pressured and was 

besieged on all sides. 

Azief was flying through the clouds when he finally spotted Wang Jian group. Azief saw that they were 

hounded by a hundred Black Wolves. 

Azief did not even stop his flight as he said something 
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‘DEATH’ he said this one word but when it came out of his word, the word death sounds ancient and 

mystical 

This is one of the words he learned from the Ring of Forbidden Words. Inside that word, lies the 

arrogance of a God. 

Inscribed in the words itself, is the Laws Of Creation And Destruction. Azief channel 20 percent of his 

Essence Aura into the words, and the illusory meanings of the words become reality. 

The moment he said those words, the words reverberate and echo in the ears of everyone near the 

wolves. 

Wang Jian who at the ground notices the fluctuation of energy around him quickly sent his gaze to the 

clouds and he could see a black attire hooded man hidden in the clouds which is still flying forward 

The soldiers following Wang Jian also could hear the faint words and they could feel their Orbs and 

Pillars shakes and rumbling sound filled their mind. 

Some trembles feeling a cold rising up from their feet 

When the words echo inside the wolves ears, something terrifying happens. 

The excited and killing intent of the wolves quickly dissipated like a lie, and then they began dropping 

down like flies. 

One by one they all drop dead. 

All of this happened in a second after Azief utters the word. And it was terrifying. Cold sweats run down 

at the backs of the soldiers. 

There are no flashy shows. No sword essence like when Wang Jian fought his enemies, no saber slash or 

light works. 

Only one word, a faint word and a hundred raging fierce wolves died almost immediately. 

Azief who did not even stop after he said those words has already disappeared from the clouds which 

Wang Jian could see him from. 

Zhang Ye who was beside Nie Feng quickly rides his horse to Wang Jian and then looking at the hundred 

dead wolves said to Wang Jian. 

‘General, what happens?’ 

‘Our lord’ Wang Jian said. 

‘Oh. Where is our lord?’ And Zhang Ye quickly look at the sky but he didn’t see anyone. It has become a 

habit to look at the sky when the soldiers mentioned Azief. 

Considering, Azief always likes to fly, this reaction is understandable. 

And then Wang Jian sighs. 



‘He is already gone.’ Then looking at the silent massacre that happens in front of him he just smiles 

bitterly. 

It is good that his lord is strong, but with strength like that, he as a subject, what could he offer? 

Never before he felt such feeling of uselessness. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this 
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At least with King of Yue, Yue Xing needed him as a suppressing general in the battlefield. But Lord 

Shadow, his new liege, what could he need Wang Jian for? 

With one simple word, he could kill hundreds of killing wolves; with one hand he could overturn the 

world, beckoning the wind and fire with a simple flip of his hands. 

Lord Shadow alone is enough to kill thousands of invading enemies. 

This feeling….is heavy. 

Serving under someone so exceptional….also has its problems. He needs to quickly increase his strength 

if he is to became a subject that his new lord can trust. 

Wang Jian then orders 

‘Collect the loots, skins the fur and take the meat. We will advance forward and achieve the mission that 

was entrusted to us. Gathering teams do your job. Others, forward.’ 

Wang Jian then with his one hundred cavalry men moves forward leaving dust behind them. 

Azief who did not understand the complex thought of his subject is now heading somewhere. 

He is heading towards the Ice Region while smirking. 

*** 

Chapter 109: Shadows that looms (1) 

A predator. What is a predator? 

An animal that naturally preys on others. A person or a group that ruthlessly exploits others. 

In other words, they are one that preys, destroys and devour. 

Azief was tempered by blood and war. In Earth Two he painted the world red with the blood of his 

enemies. 

In the other Earth he was stuck in, that was even more so. He lives by predation. He devours. He 

destroys. He prey. 

And as such he himself becomes one of the deadliest predators. And what happens when a predator is 

provoked? 

They hunt! 
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If that person who recognized his aura thinks he would only wait, than that person clearly doesn’t know 

the personality of Azief. 

And that person certainly doesn’t know what kind of person he has just provoked. He provoked a 

sleeping beast. 

Why wait for an enemy to come knocking? He will visit first. 

The moment he felt the killing intent in that consciousness, Azief has already decided to pull this person 

by the roots. 

As he was thinking this, his figures separating the clouds can be seen from the ground. 

He passes the Great Red Mountain. It was a towering mountain reaching the clouds, red as blood. 

The reason why it is red is because of the composition of the soil which makes the land red and the 

mountain red. 

Thick deep forest could be seen on the foot of the mountain range that houses innumerable dangerous 

monsters. 

Now that most of the mutated sapiens was eaten by the slowly evolving monsters, the threats to 

humanity is monsters. 

The mountain range of the Great Red Mountain divides the line between the Plains and the other 

Regions. 

He speed up his speed as his trail dissipates the clouds and pierce sounds. 

The moment he passes the mountain range, he could see a pillar of fire sometimes formed from the 

ground to the sky. 

The Fire region. 

He could see a gigantic volcano in the middle of hundreds of other small volcanoes. The heat that 

permeates from the ground reaches the sky. 

He already takes hours from the Plains regions to the Fire Region and he was not even close to the Ice 

Region. 

As he passes by the fire region, he could see some settlements, houses made of black stones. 

He saw a horde of fiery red monsters made their nest nearby the volcanoes. He sees some people 

coming out of some caves hunting the monsters. 

The longer he passes the region, the more he sees. He also saw one peculiarity in the fire region. 

A huge lake, clear as the sky. 

For some reason, Azief could feel that there is an ancient energy swirling in that lake but Azief did not 

stop to check the lake….because his senses is telling him that there is something guarding the lake. 

He keep flying and then two hours later, he sees it. 



In the far distance he could a towering mountain that reached the clouds, full of snows and dare he say 

it? 

A White Dragon on top of that mountain, closing its eyes. Azief was startled but he was cautious. this 
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He knows dragons. 

At least in that other world, there are dragons. As long as you don’t bother them, they will not bother 

you. 

Dragon itself is a primordial force. 

In them, the power of the element reside. Even Azief with his level, could not slay a dragon. 

He is confident he can outrun a dragon but fighting them? Even fighting them to a standstill is not 

something Azief could do with his current strength. 

But the sight of that dragon in the distance did not deter Azief one bit. 

After all, Azief did not come to the other regions to slay a dragon, instead he wanted to see the other 

Seed Forming user and kill that person. 

His experience has taught him to be decisive.. 

Because Azief could feel killing intent from that person when that person scanned him. 

Azief has once seen the Ice Region when he was in flight but never before he as seen it this close. 

It is white. Disturbingly white. Like the whiteness of nothingness. That is how Azief feels. A white 

expanse that never ends. 

Harsh snow falls without stopping, ruthlessly beating the soil, an eternal place of winter and cold 

And the cold could even seeps into his Essence Tree, making him shiver in cold. The snow itself was 

magic. The cold is magic. The winds and the environment are magic. 

Whatever happened in that white explosion, it truly changed the composition of Earth atmosphere. 

Azief could feel it. Magic. All kinds of it. The dark ones. The light. Chaotic magic. 

All kinds of laws of magic melded perfectly without any imbalance, like a perfect formula of a unified 

magic equation. 

As Azief flies deeper into the Ice Region, he could feel the cold which is almost impossible considering 

his Undying Body stage. 

The hail snows becomes harsher like an unrelenting storms that won’t stop coming at you, and then he 

arrived. 

He arrived at the White Mountain and he slowly floated down and his foot touches the cold hard soil, 

and he smiles. 



His smile was full of malevolent intention and he clenches his hand into a fist and his knuckles crack and 

the air ripple. 

Red black mist swirls around him, aura of death spreading in a hundred meter radius, melting the snow 

beneath his feet 

Then he looks into the distance and his smile becomes wider. He activated his essence as he tries to 

replenish his aura after using one of the Forbidden Words. 

Using the Forbidden Words, a spell of the Ancients, a spell from the Eternal Rings is taxing. Powerful, 

imposing…but a price has to be pay when using such magic. 

Then he slowly walks as his footsteps marked in the deep snow, was erased by the hail. He slowly walks 

to a cave hidden in the snow 

*** 

IN A CAVE ON THE ICE REGION 

‘Hah’ the woman released her breathe. 

Around her was lump of black blood in the hard soil of the cave. The woman was sitting in a cross legged 

position and her face was full of colors. 

The woman smiles in satisfaction. Then she said to herself 

‘I know I wouldn’t die that easily.’ She was smiling in satisfaction and her smile was full of confidence. 

She has managed to pass the critical part of her recovery. 

Then her face suddenly fell and her gaze immediately look at the entrance of her cave. 

Sasha who was just finished recuperating suddenly felt the disturbance of energy and then she quickly 

got up. 

‘Seed Forming’ she said exasperatedly. 

Then before she could even think anything, or plan anything she could hear it. To others, they might not 

hear it but she could hear the footsteps in the snow. 

It is not because the footsteps emitted sound but with each steps, Sasha could hear reverberation of 

essence at it was like the sound of peal of thunder beside her ears. 

To her, the sound of the reverberation seems like a twenty foot giant is outside her cave, slowly walking 

to her. 

Her heart thumps and her eyes narrowed. 

The closer the energy comes towards her cave, the paler her face becomes. Because she could truly feel 

it now. 

The Seed Forming User coming to her right now, might not have any seeds in their body, but that person 

essence is almost five times stronger than her. 



Alarms finally ringing in her mind. 

‘A Seed Forming High realm’ she finally realized as she gasped in shock. She did not think anyone have 

managed to reach that realm this fast. 

She quickly prepares herself. And then as she was just about to break out from her cave, a cold voice 

stops her. 

‘Leaving so soon?’ 

In front of the cave, a man with black attire and a black hood disguising his face is standing in front of 

the cave entrance like an uncrossable wall. 

Aura swirls around him, Immortal Presence fill the cave, pressuring her to kneel. It was a suppression of 

a higher being. 

Even his voice was like a decree from Heaven, almost forcing her mind to obey. 

If not for her strong will and her Essence continuously pushing the man’s aura, she would have collapsed 

right there and then. 

Then she musters her essence in her body and look at the man, scanning him from head to toe. 

Sasha then only bitterly smiles as she reply. 

‘It seems I attract quite the character. Bad luck. I never knew there is other Seed Forming user in the 

world other than me.’ 

The man didn’t say anything only look at her face like he was seeing an old friend. The man then shakes 

his head and sighed. 

Then his cold voice echoes again inside the cave. 

‘Why did you scan me? Though I admit I was impressed. Your divine consciousness is very powerful.’ He 

said in a complimenting manner. 

‘I thought that I could snatch your seed but it seems you do not yet form any Seed’ She said truthfully. 

Which surprise Azief and he almost got flustered by the surprising candid behavior of Sasha 

But he quickly regains his calm. 

‘The same could be said for you. Not only that. You also did not refine your body the slightest. That is a 

mistake’ he said it in a matter of fact as his eyes could be seen scanning her. 

Sash only smiles bitterly. 

The man in front of her must be a powerful expert since he could easily deduce her current strength 

without any hassles. 

‘Yes’ she replies. 

‘But I have pressing matter at the time. I have no choice to increase my level and ignoring the Body 

Refinement process though why I am explaining this to you is quite weird. ‘ 



Sasha said as she tries to look at the face hidden under that hood. 

The man did not respond. 

‘Even if I’m not in Seed Forming Stage, I could easily trample you with my Energy Disperse Stage 

strength. ‘He suddenly said like informing her of their difference in level of power 

‘Eternal Spring Body refinement stage?’ 

Sasha was hard at work trying to think of the level of Body refinement stage that the man in front of him 

possess but she discovered that the feeling that the man gives him is even more oppressing than the 

feeling Katarina gives her. 

Like a Celestial Soldier coming to execute her, like a wall that couldn’t be broken, like a force that could 

not be stopped. 

That’s the feeling she got from the man. 

‘Anyway, what is your purpose coming here?’ she ask. 

‘I want to se-‘ when suddenly Sasha throws something at Azief and Azief was caught unprepared, but he 

managed to fling the thing that Sasha throws to the right side and green explosion imploded inside the 

small cave leaving a huge hole in the area surrounding the caves. 

The snowy mountains shake and trigger a gigantic avalanche from the top of the mountain. 

Mini shakes beginning to happen. The beast on top of the mountains quickly found ways to hide 

themselves from the disaster that will be occurring. 

Some burrow under the snows, some flies to the sky, others teleported like the Warping Marsupial, 

while others activated their defensive capabilities. 

As the raging green fires consume the snow, a golden chariot decorated with a phoenix design emerges 

from the green sea of flames and shot out to the clouds. 

‘HAHAHAHA! Serves you right! Trying to kill me! You think it will be that easy!!!’ 

It was Sasha riding the carriages while laughing like a madwoman as she look at the gigantic explosion 

that is happening underneath him, while speeding away from the site. 

But her hands were trembling. Even as she was laughing, her forehead is full of sweats. It was false 

bravado. 

The chariot was an artifact and was shining like the sun. 

Nine crows flew beside the chariot, the crows were also golden and heat emanated from this crows as it 

flew away in the speed of sound. 

It was being pulled by four flying horses which are made of fires. 

They were not Fire Horses. Fire Horses eats water and has flames in their hooves but this horses that 

pulled her chariots were made of fire. 



Sasha was trembling and she was clearly distraught as she guided her chariot to get out as fast as 

possible from the Ice Regions. 

Her hands were singed by fire and her essence was being consumed by the chariot. 

This is her last resort but she acted decisively. And she already has a plan. She knows she can’t defeat 

that hooded man but she knows his weakness. 

She look back at the crumbling cave that was being consumed by the green flame and when she saw 

what is happening down there, she smiles bitterly. 

Like she expected, the man survives her surprise attack as she whip the horse to go faster. 

A while later, a man can be seen flying to the clouds, his black attire was swirling with black mist, like a 

blob of darkness, his eyes was full of boundless fury as he began chasing the golden chariot. 

Azief was now angry. 

He did not think that this Sasha is very ruthless and very decisive. 

The reason why Azief did not immediately kill the Seed Forming user was because he was shocked when 

he first sees the woman face. 

It resembles so much of the Sasha Makarov of Earth Two. No, to be more honest, she is Sasha Makarov. 

Only that this Sasha is the Sasha of Earth Prime and not Sasha of Earth Two. His relationship between 

him and the Sasha of Earth Two is complicated. 

They are an item….when they are not trying to outwit each other. 

Sasha in Earth Two was a famous Duchess but also she moonlight as one of the most famous thief while 

Azief always foils her plans. 

So, he was caught unprepared when she thrown the Green Sea Flames Reagents. Sina has some of the 

stocks on her labs so Azief knows its effects and what it is. 

It is one of the dangerous reagents that could turns ice into a green sea of flames capable of 

immediately incinerating a battalion of Orb Condensing Low Realm users. 

But for Azief who possess Undying Body, the flames were merely an itch in his body and did not even 

injure him in the slightest. 

The only thing that reagents manage to do is delay him for a few seconds. 

And now as he saw Sasha is flying away in that chariot, Azief began to pursue her. 

Black streak could be seen flying through the clouds chasing a golden chariot as blinding as the sun 

*** 

Chapter 110: Shadows that looms (2) 

IN THE BOTTOM OF THE MOUNTAIN 
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Under the snowy large mountains of the Ice Region, the Revolutionary Army makes their base there. 

Hundreds of tents were made by thick fur of beasts that roams the Mountain lines up on the foot of the 

mountain to protect the soldiers and civilians from the biting cold of the region 

Some lives in ice-like structure resembling that of an igloo. 

But there is also some that built houses made of wood though only certain people with prestige and 

strength lives in the wooden house since wood is hard to find in the Ice Region. 

There is a house made of wood that sits atop a hill in the foot of the mountain. 

The house is large and surrounding the house was hundreds of tents all have hearth fire in the tent. 

The tent itself was large and interconnects with each other that could fit hundreds of men under the 

tent tarp. 

The tent tarp is made from an elastic skin of a beast and was protected with the fur of White Giant Bear. 

With the hearth fire in the middle of the area, the men do not suffer from the cold. These men were 

soldiers. 

They were organized and disciplined. And they all will lay down their lives for the person who lives on 

the wooden house atop the hill. 

The wooden house has the flag of the French Empire waving proudly on the top of its roof. 

In the wooden house atop the hill, lies one of the pillars of Revolutionary Army, Jean the former 

Emperor of France. 

Jean, who was sleeping soundly with Paulette beside him in his embrace after a session of sex, was 

suddenly startled when he felt that his senses alerted him. 

He got up and Paulette also wakes up after noticing the urgency in the way Jean was behaving. 

‘What happen?’ Paulette immediately asks as she dresses herself quickly following Jean who is walking 

around in circle inside the house. 

Jena did not know what but he creased his eyebrows and replies 

‘Nothing good, I think.’ He quickly summons his generals and they immediately were called to their post 

as Jean could not shake off the feeling that some disaster is about to befallen the base. 

Meanwhile, in a large palace made entirely of ice, Katarina who was in her Ice Room was the first one to 

notice that there is something happening. 

She already absorbs some of the elemental energy in the mountain giving her some insight and feelings 

when something happens to the White Mountain 

When she extends her consciousness outside of the Revolutionary Army quarters, what she saw was 

something she never expected. 



She saw a man in black attire was flying in the air chasing a golden chariot. The other thing that shocked 

her is the person riding that chariot. 

It is Sasha Makarov. 

Before, no matter how Katarina employ her consciousness to search for her, she could not find Sasha. 

Maybe, Sasha has a way to avoid detection. 

But then she finally realizes the problem. The black attire man was also a Seed Forming user and not 

only that, he also seems to be stronger. 

Katarina just saw in her consciousness, how the Green flames did not hurt him even a scratch. 

When two expert fights, especially expert like this that packed such a destructive power there would be 

unintended consequences 

And Katarina finally sees what unintended consequence that was. That explosion rocked the top of the 

mountain which is filled with snows. 

She could see a fast flowing avalanche is coming down from the top of the mountain and based on its 

trajectory it will bear down on the Revolutionary army new headquarters. 

At this time, Katarina quickly retract her consciousness and got up from her Ice Bed and immediately 

went out of her room. 

Her forehead was already sweating with nervousness and her hands were trembling. Seeing that 

gigantic avalanche, how could she not be shaken? 

Then when she reaches the balcony of her palace, she yelled. 

‘Emergency protocol. Avalanche is coming. All available personnel must gather in front of the palace. For 

the residents, remain calms. The situation will be easily contained.’ 

Katarina who is watching all the personnel of Revolutionary army are gathering in front of the palace 

knows she needs to show something to maintain the morale. 

‘I, Katarina and Jean, will first stop the initials wave of the avalanche. My Brother Boris will organize the 

other prevention measures.’ 

Her words are louds and reached everyone in the compound. 

Katarina finished saying this jump from the balcony and then she waved her palm and trail of ice 

materializes out of the falling snows, creating a surfer trail in midair, making her seems like wave rider 

riding the trail of ice as she was going to the direction of one of the influential personnel of 

Revolutionary Army, Jean 

*** 

In one of the hills overlooking the mountain range of the ice region, a man can be seen staring at a 

distance. 



The man was bandaged from top to bottom. The bandages are red in color and coiling red mist 

surrounded the man. 

There is a sword stored in a sheath on his left hip. The sword resembles a katana but a little bit longer 

than a katana by a few meters. 

His face was bandaged but it could not hide the maliciousness in his gaze. Like there is an irreconcilable 

hate towards something. 

A consuming vengeance. 

The man itself stood proud and full of dignity. 6’5 feet tall, he was a tall man. But the smell of him would 

repel most people. 

‘Narleod, you okay?’ A man beside him was asking the bandaged man. The man beside him was a few 

meters short of Narleod. this content of novelfullbook.com, if you reading this content please go to 

website novelfullbook.com to continue reading, fastest update hourly 

Childish looking face and smooth skin. Almost like a man child. 

‘Warp. You think this plan will work?’ Narleod ask, his voice was gravelly and hoarse, hard to listen to. 

Warp look at the distance and said 

‘The signal has been lit. The base of Revolutionary army is compromised. This is our chance to steal one 

of the Hyper drives. If we manage to install it to our battleship, then our battleship is no longer just a 

battleship. It will become a Battlestar.’ 

‘Budiman. Hmmm. You trust him?’ 

Warp shakes his head. 

‘I trust that he knows what’s best for him.’ 

There is a smile forming in Narleod stiff face. 

‘And…..I might even get the chance to incite Boris to declare war with Raymond.’ 

Warp on the other hand disagrees as he grabs a hold of Narleod shoulders and looks him in the eyes. 

‘It will not work. Raymond and Boris are not idiots. They already suspected there is a mole in their midst. 

The Dark Speedster reports to the higher ups that there is a traitor amongst the upper echelon of both 

of the Organization’ 

Narleod snorted 

‘When will I get my revenge then? Do I have to resort to this petty scheme just to take his life!’ Narleod 

yelled as he pushes away Warp hands and turns around in dissatisfaction 

‘Patience, my brother. Now is not the time. There are too many variables at play.’ Narleod turns back 

and look at Warp and then he just grumbles as he walks down from the snowy hill. 

Warp just sigh. 



Vengeance almost blinded Narleod to the most profitable route. Even though, today the operation can 

be done, for some reason Warp did not feel right. 

Warp knows that Will knows that Warp is a part of Narleod people. 

A year ago, the Dark Speedsters would have risk his life to relay the news to the World Government. 

But after he returns from his journey, Will seems different. Like a new man. Better and improved. 

He is faster than before, and his lightning seems to change colors when he runs. 

Warp didn’t understand why Will didn’t tell Shogun Hirate of his affiliation. Will did not ask for gold or 

position in the League of Freedom so Warp is at a stump. 

He doesn’t know what to do with Will. He can’t just kill the most important messenger of the World 

Government without raising some alarms or suspicions about his identity. 

For some reason, as Warp walk down the hills, he feels that there is someone else pulling all the strings. 

And as he jumps over the ledge, Warp feels….manipulated. And when he landed, he knows he needs to 

know if he ever going to let his mind have peace. 

And in the snow he walked forward before teleporting with the bandaged man walking the path of 

vengeance. 

*** 

 


